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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Julio Cortazar was born in Brussels, Belgium, in 1914 

to Argentinean parents. Shortly thereafter his family re-

turned to Argentina where Cortazar remained for the duration 

of his childhood. Cortazar once described his childhood 

as "too many choices, an excessive sensitivity, a frequent 

sadness, asthma, broken arms, first desperate loves" (Carter 

20). Indeed, it may be said that Cortazar's lifelong over-

whelming emotion towards women might have been one of fear: 

Cortazar, who was abandoned by his father at 
the crucial age of five and was raised by his 
mother and spinster aunts in a Buenos Aires 
suburb, felt, as he has himself implied, a pro
found uneasiness regarding women, which was 
reflected in the non-human or mythical representa
tion of the Feminine in his works, as we shall 
see. His contact with Keat's works exerted a 
magnetic attraction on Cortazar, who found, in 
this process, a way to exteriorize his inner 
fears through the poetic representation of Woman 
under the many faces of the Magna Mater. 
(Hernandez del Castillo 6) 

Cortazar lived with his mother until he was almost 

thirty and did not marry until he was nearly forty years 

old. In 1953 Cortazar married Aurora Bernardez, a union 

which lasted for twenty years. After their divorce, the 

two remained friends even throughout his second marriage 

to Carol Dunlop. Dunlop preceded Cortazar in death by 

two years in 1982. 

In his early twenties, Cortazar suspended his univer-

sity studies to work as a high school teacher, as the family 
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situation warranted his leaving school and finding a job. 

While teaching high school, Cortazar began to write 

short stories. Because he lived approximately half his life 

in Argentina and the other half in France, his cosmopolitan 

residence is often reflected in his writing. Many of his 

novels and short stories are set in Europe, South America 

or both. Frequently criticized by his Argentinean 

compatriots for his residence abroad, Cortazar replied: 

I cannot deny an inclination that perhaps began 
due to my being born in Belgium and to my having 
spoken French in my early childhood: it is a 
profound contact with the cultural and spiritual 
values of France. (Garfield 5) 

Later, Cortazar further defined his French-Argentinean 

mixture: 

Actually I am not Frenchified. Simultaneously, 
I am the most Argentinean of Argentineans. There 
is a very French Cortazar, and another, who is 
profoundly Argentinean. And they are perfectly 
separated. (Garfield 9) 

The most complete writing on Cortazar and his treatment 

of women in recent years is Ana Hernandez del Castillo's 

Keats, Poe, and the Shaping of Cortazar's Mythopoesis. 

Part I deals with the themes of "Woman as Circe the Magi-

cian" and "Woman as Death." Hernandez compares many of 

Cortazar's women characters to mythological characters, 

a typical example being her comparison of the goddess Diana 

to the protagonist in "Cuello de gatito negro." Cortazar 

again uses this myth drawing an implicit parallel between 

Helene's treatment of Juan in 62: Modelo para armar and 



the goddess' treatment of her lover. The presence of this 

particular theme in CortAzar's works suggests a frequent 

desire for vengeance on the part of women towards men. 
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A negative emotion such as vengeance implies that CortAzar's 

characters parallel themselves with the gods as they allow 

themselves to be ruled by petty vengeance. Yet CortAzar's 

characters are all too human as they lack any qualities of 

divinity; indeed, Helene and Dina, the protagonist of 

"Cuello de gatito negro," are just two examples of women 

blinded by intense emotions. 

As an analysis of women characters, this thesis will 

attempt to demonstrate that Cortazar's women cannot be 

reduced to traditional stereotypes or to mythical arche

types, but rather have strong personalities characterized 

by individualistic actions and decisions. Paula Lavalle 

and Claudia, both characters in Los premios, are examples 

of such women. A single woman from a rich family with a 

high society background, Paula becomes the topic of conver

sation with many passengers aboard the cruise in this novel. 

Claudia, who is divorced from a doctor, behaves as an 

upper-class, middle-aged woman who will live her life as 

she always wanted to and not allow anyone or anything to 

get in her way. In Rayuela, La Maga at first appears to 

cling helplessly to Horacio Oliveira, but after Rocamadour's 

death, she disappears and Oliveira desperately begins 

searching for her. Helene in 62 is by occupation an 
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anaesthetist and seems to have anaesthetized herself in 

her emotions towards others, as her bisexual affairs suggest 

relationships of convenience rather than any great emotional 

attachments to another human being. 

The Novels of Julio Cortazar by Stephen Boldy, examines 

in-depth the four novels which will also be examined in 

this thesis: Los premios, Rayuela, 62: Modelo para armar, 

and Libro de Manuel. Boldy offers a complete analysis 

of each text whereas other critics include more information 

on the author's personality. In his introduction, Boldy 

states that the purpose of his book is to understand and 

comprehend the four novels in their entirety rather than 

analyze or highlight certain themes. Later in the introduc-

tion, Boldy mentions the importance of women characters 

in Cortazar's works. 

There is a strict coherence in the search for 
"presence" between the various levels of the 
text, and I have endeavored throughout to express 
this. The presence is embodied principally in 
certain female characters, of which la Maga in 
Rayuela is perhaps the prime example, themselves 
seen, in turn, as the lost or hidden part of 
the male protagonist; it is an elusive meaning 
which is fleetingly present in, yet escapes from, 
language: it is the origins of Argentina and 
the human race; the telluric force of the pampa 
and Buenos Aires of Cortazar's youth; it is the 
force of many literary and mythological archetypes 
projected forward finally onto the freedom of 
a new socialist man. (Boldy 7-8) 

The first of four novels written by Cortazar and to 

be examined in this study is Los premios, published in 

1960. Even for the first-time reader of Cortazar, this 



novel is entertaining in the sense that it contains much 

action and suspense as opposed to the mystery and complica

tions of later works such as Rayuela and the two other 

novels to be examined in this study. 

Los premios successfully manages a plot too often 

used by other writers only to reach an ending of cliches 
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and predictable outcomes. A group of people has won the 

national lottery prize of a luxury cruise. The Argentinean 

lottery, like many Latin American lotteries, is an institu

tion ingrained in the culture which none of the winners 

question. But as the voyage continues with no stated desti

nation and parts of the ship sealed off, the passengers 

become uneasy. After a mutiny by a few men, it is discov

ered that there is a case of typhus on board. The passen

gers return to Buenos Aires from their misadventures and 

three of them leave immediately for the cafe where they 

all met before going on the cruise. The resiliency of 

these three characters indicates that life does go on, 

although most of the passengers are content to complain. 

In this manner, Cortazar ends the novel on a positive note, 

which is unusual for a mutiny story. 

Los premios contains a certain innocence inherent 

in its writing style which carries over into the women 

characters with the exception of Paula and Claudia. 

Claudia's character alone merits the inclusion of the novel 

because her ability to detach herself from surrounding 



crises and survive shows Cort~zar's early talent in 

developing depth in his characters. 

Rayuela, Cort~zar's most famous and probably most 

complicated novel, was published in 1963. The novel may 

be read in two ways. The first and most simple method 

of reading is to begin with Chapter one and read through 

Chapter fifty-six. Chapter fifty-seven through 155 are 
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the "capitulos prescindibles," or rather, the expendable 

chapters. Even though the novel reads like a coherent 

novel of fifty-six sequential chapters, the "capitulos 

prescindibles" are not read consecutively through to the 

end of the novel. Cortazar begins the novel with instruc

tions on how to read the novel in both manners. To include 

the "capitulos prescindibles" in the second reading, 

Cort~zar suggests beginning to read the novel with Chapter 

seventy-three (sic) and following a sequence indicated 

by the number of the next chapter to be found at the end 

of each chapter thereafter. Because of its intriguing 

plot, Rayuela was eventually made into a movie, bringing 

further acclaim to Cortazar's work. The novel outlines 

the protagonist's search for his lover who has disappeared. 

La Maga, Horacia Oliveira's confidante, has vanished, 

leaving Oliveira to chase her across the continents with 

sketchy clues at best. His quest takes him from Paris, 

where the novel begins, to Argentina, where Oliveira works 

in a circus and in an insane asylum. He never encounters 



La Maga again, but learns to cope with life's vicissitudes 

in general. 

Cortazar takes a giant leap in character development 

with the enigmatic La Maga in this novel after the charac

ters of his first novel. The inclusion of the rape theme 

in this early Cortazar novel also peaks reader interest 
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and introduces one of his leitmotifs in an early and drama

tic manner. 

62 is in some ways one of Cortazar's more confusing 

novels because he has so many characters in so many differ

ent locations. Yet 62 masterfully portrays a gamut of 

women characters and further develops an interlocking trian

gle of love relationships introduced in Rayuela. 

Libro de Manuel, published in 1973, is the closest 

Cortazar came to making a political statement. An avowed 

socialist, Cortazar believed that implementation of this 

political theory was the answer to Latin America's social 

and political problems. Libro de Manuel, like 62, contains 

a plethora of women characters such as politically active 

women like Ludmilla and Gladis, but also shy, active women 

like Susanna, play a part in the novel. 

Cortazar's short stories often offer more concise 

views of characters as demanded by the intensity and com

pactness of the genre. Bestiario, published in 1951, was 

Cortazar's first collection. Of the eight stories in this 

collection, four will be examined in detail in this study. 



The inclusion of "Casa tomada," "Lejana," "Las puertas 

del cielo," and "Bestiario," from this collection is due 

to the quirks of the female characters in the first two 

stories and the effect the female protagonists have on 

the other characters in the stories in the last two selec

tions. Irene's constant knitting in "Casa tomada" is still 

a popular pastime with women in Latin America, and her 

brother's humorous remarks about the futility of this habit 

make it an interesting feature to observe throughout the 

story. Indeed, Irene's dragging a thread from the house 

as the two flee the invading forces keeps the habit in 

the forefront of the story, figuratively, and provides 
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a thread of continuity. "Lejana" is included because of 

this schizophrenic personality of the protagonist Alina 

Reyes and Cortazar's treatment of a delicate yet increasing

ly popular subject in the latter half of this century, 

mental illness in women. "Las puertas del cielo" is in-

eluded because of the good effect its female protagonist 

has on other characters. After the death of Celina, Mauro 

discovers the difference she had made in his life. 

"Bestiario," conversely, is included because of the adverse 

effects the female protagonist has on others. Isabel 

inadvertently causes the death of "el Nene" while at the 

same time demonstrating the cunning wiles of the adolescent 

mind. 



Cort~zar published two short story collections in 

1956, Final del juego and Las armas secretas. "Las armas 

secretas" itself is the only story included in this study. 

It is included here because of the rape theme which recurs 

in this selection and because the victim's second rape 
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is narrowly avoided at the end of the story. "El persegui

dor" has been eliminated because it deals primarily with 

the fight between two men over a woman, concentrating on 

the actual murder of one man by another, and "Los buenos 

servicios" has been eliminated because its protagonists 

are male homosexuals. The remaining two short stories, 

"Las babas del diablo" and "Cartas de mama" have been elimi

nated because the former deals primarily with child porno

graphy, specifically in the case of a little boy, and the 

latter deals with the thoughts of protagonist Luis as 

he receives letters from his mother. 

Todos los fuegos el fuego, Cortazar's next short 

story collection, was published in 1966. "La salud de los 

enfermos," presents an ailing mother whose keen mind manipu

lates all the other characters as they try to hide her son's 

death from her. "La senorita Cora," contains two strong 

women characters; a doting mother and a stuffy nurse who 

are entrusted with the care of an adolescent boy with appen-

dicitis. "El otro cielo," contains two women vying for 

the attention of one man, the fiancee who plays her role 

of wife-to-be with perfection, and the lover Josiane, who 



offers the protagonist an escape from the constant atten

tions of his fiancee and mother. 
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In 1976 Cortazar published three sets of short stories 

entitled Los relatos, 1. Ritos; Los relatos, 2. Juegos; 

and Los relatos, 3. Pasajes. Basically, these collections 

contain the stories of Bestiario, Final del juego, Las 

armas secretas and Todos los fuegos el fuego, which have 

already been introduced. Additional stories from these 

collections to be examined include ''Lugar llamado Kindberg" 

is the story of female protagonist Lina, an off-beat 60s 

style hippie, free-spirited hitchhiker. She is given a 

ride to a hostel in Kindberg by a middle-aged man named 

Marcelo where their erotic adventures begin. Like Hel~ne, 

Lina is unemotional and unsentimental. She takes care 

of herself first, a trait many of Cortazar's more assertive 

women demonstrate. The other short stories in this collec

tion are all from Cortazar's various collections mentioned 

earlier. 

"Cuello de gatito negro," from Cortazar's Los relatos, 

3. Pasajes collection is the story of Dina, a female prota

gonist whose hands uncontrollably attack those around her, 

highlighting Cortazar's fascination with hands. Other 

stories in this third volume previously appeared in 

Cortazar's other collections. 

Alguien gue anda por ahi y otros relatos, Cortazar's 

next short story collection published in 1977, includes 
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the well-known "Cambio de luces" and "La barca, o nueva 

visita a Venecia." "Cambio de luces" is included because 

of the nymphomaniac personality of the protagonist, 

Luciana, and "La barca, o nueva visita a Venecia," is 

included because of the rape of a woman while she is 

traveling abroad. Returning to "Cambio de luces," Luciana, 

the protagonist, is an extremely complex character. An 

admiring fan of radio star Tito Balcarcel, Luciana writes 

fan letters to Balcarcel using lilac-covered envelopes, 

fondly reminding him of a liqueur. Luciana encloses her 

return address in case Balcarcel is interested in replying 

which he does. Healing the wounds of a four-year relation

ship has left Balcarcel lonely and a little intrigued with 

a fan who is in love with a man who plays villainous charac

ters almost exclusively. He agrees to meet her at a sweet 

shop in Almagro after receiving only two letters. As in 

any meeting, the two have preconceived notions about how 

the other looks. He expects her to look older and wiser 

and is surprised to find a brunette with happy eyes, while 

Luciana tells Balcarcel that she fully expected him to 

have curly hair and be somewhat taller, a detail that 

proves to be crucial later in the story. 

"La barca, o nueva visita a Venecia," involves two 

lovers, Valentina and Adriano, who travel separately and 

live separate lives, which leads to Valentina's encounter 

with a gondolier. 
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In "La barca, o nueva visita a Venecia," the reader 

has been given the impression that Valentina is too "sophis

ticated" to get herself in this situation, but Cortazar 

demonstrates repeatedly through the rape theme that a 

woman's strength lies in her mental acuity rather than 

her sexual prowess. 

Queremos tanto a Glenda, published in 1980, was 

Cortazar's last short story collection. "Anillo de Moebius" 

contains one of the more violent rape scenes in all of 

Cortazar's stories, while ''Tango de vuelta" contains more 

of a seduction scene. 

The other major works of Cortazar are not included 

primarily because they deal with male protagonists, 

Cortazar's travels and other topics that are not relevant 

to a study of his women protagonists. 

The novels and short stories of Cortazar contain many 

recurrent themes such as rape, female assertiveness, and 

atypical personalities which are examined in more detail 

in the following chapters. These themes are chosen for 

examination here because rape is examined from a woman's 

viewpoint and the breaking of stereotypes for women charac-

ters is particularly avant-garde in literature. Successful, 

published authors have traditionally been men, and it is 

particularly interesting to examine a male author's treat

ment of women characters. Cortazar certainly created a 

quantity and quality of women characters competitive with 



his male protagonists, and feminine mental actions and 

purpose of existence will be examined beginning with his 

first novel, Los premios. 
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CHAPTER II 

WOMEN CHARACTERS IN LOS PREMIOS 

Published in 1960, Cortazar's Los premios contains 

a plethora of women characters. The novel is prefaced 

with a quote from Dostoyevsky's The Idiot which basically 

states the importance of having ordinary people in novels 

Cortazar does emphasize ordinary people in this novel 

through the upper-, middle-, and lower-class strata, as 

well as a search for absolute truth. 

The novel begins with the winners of a national 

Argentine lottery assembling in a restaurant to board the 

Malcolm on a cruise. The Argentineans have such faith 

in the lottery that no one bothers to ask the destination 

of the cruise. Only after a series of mishaps such as 

illness and lack of communication on the part of the crew 

with the passengers, do the winners begin to question the 

trip's arrangements. A group of passengers finally breaks 

into the poop deck which has been sealed off due to a case 

of typhus on board which the crew has been hiding from 

them. The men radio ashore and obtain medical help and 

return to Buenos Aires. The passengers all disperse except 

for two or three individuals who have become close friends. 

The friends return to the cafe where their group began 

their ill-fated journey and reflect on the events that 

brought them together. Being chosen at random by lottery 

number, a variety of people representing every walk of 
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life are brought together on the cruise in a setting which 

they might not otherwise share. The purpose of bringing 

different types of people together is best explained by 

E. D. Carter who believes the characters and setting 

represent CortAzar's thoughts and views on his homeland 

and inhabitants: 

In The Winners (1960), CortAzar has assembled 
a large cast which represents the upper, middle, 
and lower classes of Argentine society. Thus 
he is able to satirize and comment upon the char-
acter of his fellow Argentines. It is 
possible to interpret the novel on at least three 
levels. On the surface, it is the mysterious 
tale of a group of individuals who react in di
verse fashion to a series of events they do not 
comprehend. But on a deeper level, it represents 
the search for absolute truth, symbolized by 
the stern of the ship where the characters are 
forbidden to go. And finally, it is Cortazar's 
interpretation of Argentina, for him a complacent 
and indifferent society unable or unwilling to 
search out its own destiny. (Carter 26-27) 

The daughters of passengers on the cruise and those 

daughters on the cruise who have boldly left their families 

behind may be classified as rebellious and non-rebellious 

basically as to whether they engage in sexual relationships, 

abstain altogether, or simply date in a highly chaperoned 

fashion. 

The first woman of any importance in the novel is 

not seen directly by the reader, as she appears only in 

the thoughts of another character. Bettina, a Spanish 

teacher, is the rejected lover of Gabriel Medrano who has 

come on the cruise. Medrano wrote Bettina a farewell letter 
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as she slept during their last night together. He leaves 

the letter for her to find the next morning, knowing that 

she will return to her family in Rauch and begin teaching 

Spanish again. However, Bettina is not so easily forgotten. 

Medrano later imagines in considerable detail Bettina's 

reaction upon finding the letter. To stroke his ego, he 

convinces himself that she must have cried, but soothes 

his conscience, thinking she probably has been invited 

out several times already. Not only does he still think 

about Bettina, he talks about her to his new flame, Claudia. 

Claudia has come on the cruise with her adolescent son 

and is recently divorced from the world-renowned neurologist 

Leon Lewbaum. 

The most colorful rebellious daughter on the cruise 

by far is Paula Lavalle. Utilizing the perspective of 

another character, Paula is portrayed as the rebellious 

daughter of socialites who has had too many men too soon. 

She is traveling with homosexual Raul Costa, and at least 

one critic suggests there may be an intended play on their 

names Paula/Raul and their sexual deviations. A friend 

of ten years, Raul asks her to accompany him on the voyage 

after he wins the lottery. He is portrayed as a father 

figure or something of a big brother, al~hough they do 

have one sexual encounter in the story and share a cabin 

during the voyage. Raul's reflections during the night 
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as Paula sleeps provide one of the best character descrip-

tions of her in the novel: 

Pobrecita Paula, demasiado pronto castigada por 
su propia rebeldia insuficiente, en un Buenos 
Aires que solamente le habia dado tipos como 
Rubio, el primero (si era el primero, pero si, 
porque Paula no le mentia) o como Lucho Neira, 
el ultimo, sin contar los X y Z y los chicos 
de las playas, y las aventuras de fin de semana 
o de asiento trasero de Mercury o De Soto. 

La infelicidad cotidiana de Paula la habia 
sido insoportable en los ultimos meses. Sus llama
das telef6nicas a las tres de la madrugada, sus 
recaidas en las drogas y los paseos sin rumbo, 
su latente proyecto de suicidio, sus repentinas 
tiranias ("veni en seguida o me tiro ala calle"), 
sus accesos de alegria por un poema que le salia 
a gusto, sus llantos desesperados que a arruinaban 
corbatas y chaquetas. • • 0 sus repentinos 
accesos de moralina, su catequesis absurda, el 
odio a los amigos, su probable intromisi6n en 
la historia de Beto Lacierva que quiza explicaba 
la brusca ruptura y la fuga de Beto. Pero a 
la vez Paula la esplendida, la fiel y querida 
Paula, camarada de tantas noches exaltantes, 
de luchas politicas en la universidad, .de amores 
y odios literarios. (Los premios, 95-97) 

Clearly, Paula's behavior alienates her from the rest 

of the family. Her misadventures include drug problems, 

as well as her licientiousness, only to be offset by seem-

ingly romantic philosophical protests during her university 

years. 

Raul is the major source of stability in the chaotic 

life of Paula. Paula finds some comfort in discussing 

her erratic lifestyle, although Claudia politely tells 

her no one cares to hear about her past or problems. Paula 

is the favorite topic of gossip among the other women on 



board as they almost all accuse her of flirting with their 

husbands, sons, boyfriends, or lovers. 

One day Paula wears a bright orange blouse on deck, 

and this relatively trivial incident produces the most 

gossip; even some of the men say that they do not like 
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it as schoolteacher Carlos L6pez comments to himself before 

starting a conversation with Paula. The unpredictableness 

of Paula, whether in what she wears or what subjects she 

chooses to bring up in a conversation, all seem to add 

to her inability to establish a rapport with the other 

passengers. Paula becomes good friends with Carlos L6pez, 

whom she nicknames Jamaica John. This new nomenclature 

is derived from his adventuresome personality which appeals 

to Paula in her rebelliousness whereas Raul is more sedate. 

Yet the three spend a considerable amount of time together 

with Raul acting as overseer of Paula's problems while 

Paula and Jamaica John end up having most of the fun togeth

er. Later when Paula and L6pez have an affair, L6pez con

fesses this affair to Raul. He correctly responds that 

Paula probably told L6pez that he did not owe Raul an expla

nation. The manner in which he responds seems to suggest 

that Raul considers Paula's quantity of relationships her 

problem and not a reflection on him. At the end of the 

novel, the trio remains together. They take a cab to the 

cafe where the voyagers originally met. In this way, the 

threesome continue their friendships and their somewhat 
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awkward love triangle relationships indefinitely. Logically 

thinking from the one night encounter that Paula has had 

with both men, and given Raul's homosexual preference, 

it is tempting for the reader to suppose Paula might contin-

ue a relationship with L6pez. She ponders this idea herself 

at the end of the novel, but decides to accept their rela-

tionship at that moment as they return to the cafe. The 

impression is given that the three will keep in touch, 

although how superficial or intense the relationships might 

be is not evident. 

Nora, the final three of the rebellious daughters, 

is eloping with Lucio. She has guilt feelings and imagines 

her family's reaction upon discovering the elopement. 

Conversely, Nora imagines their reaction upon her return 

as the news of the ill-fated voyage has reached Buenos 

Aires, and her imagination runs wild. In fact, it is so 

severe as to be comical: 

Se imagin6 entrando en el comedor, y su mama 
que la miraba y se ponia cada vez mas palida. 
l.Donde habia estado esos tres dias? "Arrastrada
-diria su mama--. Esa es la educaci6n que le 
han dado las monjas, arrastrada, prostituta, 
mal nacida." (419) 

Nora's guilt is evident throughout the voyages as 

there are some awkward moments and hesitations in her con-

versations with other passengers. The guilt is most obvious 

when she is talking with a group of older women, all of 

whom have been married for years, but she manages to say 



that she is married for the sake of not having to give 

a long explanation. 
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Another negative emotion that plagues Nora is jealousy. 

She becomes sullen and angry with Lucio for taking a walk 

around the deck with Paula one night. Nora's jealousy 

of Paula shows how much her relationship with Lucio has 

to grow and develop, but by the end of the novel the two 

women seem to get along fine. Paula is also single as 

Nora is in reality, but quite a bit more flirtatious and 

outgoing than Nora. The irony of the situation is Paula's 

rejection of Lucio's advances and then the further humilia

tion he receives from Nora's temper. 

At the end of the novel, Nora realizes the delicacy 

of her predicament as she and Lucio are returning to Buenos 

Aires after the voyage's sponsoring company arranges re

funds, transportation home, and further amenities. The 

imagined return home to her parents inclines her to humor 

Lucio because she is afraid he will abandon her. He re

sponds favorably, and the final scenario between the two 

leads the reader to believe their situation will be stable. 

Nora's effort to keep Lucio is motivated in part by fear 

of society's disapproval. Nora and Lucio provide moments 

of comic relief to counterbalance the typhoid threat in 

the novel. What Paula and Nora seem to have in common 

is that they are characterized in relation to men and their 

vulnerability to the masculine power structure. Although 
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Nora is an interesting character because of her predicament 

of trying to hide an elopement, she comes across as rather 

flat and insipid, while Paula conveys more independence. 

Paula manages herself better, enjoying her relationships 

with both men while Nora clings desperately to Lucio. 

Except for the extremely independent La Maga who abandons 

Oliveira in Rayuela, Cortazar's women characters in the 

novels do operate within a male power structure. However, 

they are not simply stereotypes, but operate as individuals 

within the male power structure, thinking independently 

and decisively. 

The two non-rebellious, conformist daughters portrayed 

in Los premios are Beba Trejo and Nelly. The lower-middle 

class Trejo family includes son Felipe, who has won the 

lottery, his parents, and younger sister Beba. Although 

Felipe tries to ignore the rest of the family, Beba warns 

him about the evils of pipe smoking and their mother's 

remarks about his flirtations with Paula. Beba is not 

above looking for a mate, either, however, and in a card 

game hopes to be placed with someone her own age only to 

be paired with Jorge, Claudia's adolescent son (128). 

Beba's minimal appearances are comical. Her constant 

bickering with her mother and admonition to older brother 

Felipe add to the circus atmosphere of the lottery winners 

on the cruise. Like Nora, most minor female characters 

usually serve the purpose of comic relief. 
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Nelly, the other non-rebellious daughter, is accompa

nied by her mother Dona Pepa, Nelly's boyfriend, Atilio 

Presutti, and his mother Dona Rosita. Presutti (nicknamed 

Pelusa, or "dust-bunny") keeps Nelly entertained by his 

antics. The four travel almost exclusively within their 

own circle, but show interest in "high society." Nelly 

reads magazines about how cocktail parties of the elite 

in Buenos Aires are conducted while Dona Rosita is 

preoccupied with acting like the wealthy people on the 

cruise (125). Her seasickness is apparently intended as 

comic relief. Dona Pepa, on the other hand, is quite prac

tical. She reprimands Pelusa when he complains about the 

restaurant the group visits before departing on the voyage, 

and later tells Dona Rosita they could have brought the 

mate pot and brewed tea in their rooms (as she is unaware 

that Pelusa has brought a mate pot). Dona Pepa's realistic 

attitude provides the adhesive to keep this group together. 

Dona Rosita and Nelly are somewhat more emotional, and 

Pelusa complains as though it were a manly thing to do. 

The hardheaded cheerfulness of Dona Pepa acts as a balancing 

force for the foursome. 

The two remaining mothers play much more extensive 

roles than Dona Pepa and Dona Rosita. Senora Trejo is 

even more overprotective of her daughter Beba than Dona 

Pepa is of Nelly. At least Nelly has a boyfriend, but 

the best Beba can do is hope to be paired up with someone 
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her own age in a card game. Senora Trejo's overprotective-

ness is obvious as she brags about her daughter's piano 

playing: 

--El mes pasado termin6 el quinto ano del conser
vatorio--dijo la senora de Trejo.--Felicitada. 
Ahora va a seguir de concertista. Dona Rosita 
y dona Pepa encontraron que eso era regio. Dona 
Pepa habia querido alguna vez que la Nelly 
siguiera tambien de concertista, pero era una 
lucha con esa chica. Como tener la felicidad, 
tenia, desde chiquita cantaba de memoria todos 
los tangos y otras cosas, y se pasaba horas 
escuchando por la radio las audiciones ae clasico. 
Pero a la hora del estudio, ni para atras ni 
para adelante. 
--Creame, senora, si le habre dicho . • Una 
lucha, creame. Si le cuento • • Pero que va 
a hacer, no le gusta el estudio. 
--Claro, senora. En cambio la Beba se pasa cuatro 
horas diarias al piano y le aseguro que es un 
sacrificio para mi esposo y para mi, porque a 
la larga tanto estudio cansa, y la casa es chica. 
Pero una tiene su recompensa cuando vienen los 
examenes y la nena sale felicitada. Ustedes 
la oyeran ••• A lo mejor la invitan a tocar, 
parece que en los viajes se estila que algun 
artista de un concierto. Claro que la Beba no 
trajo las musicas, pero como sabe de memoria 
la Polonesa y el Claro de luna, siempre las esta 
tocando .•• No es porque yo sea la madre, las 
toea con un sentimiento. (184) 

Senora Trejo takes a liking to Nora and sees herself 

and the eloper as a little bit above the other ladies on 

the ship. Senora Trejo fears she may have no one else 

to talk to during the voyage since Claudia only likes to 

talk to men and Paula is busy flirting with her son and 

everyone else she can find. Senora Trejo concludes that 

this voyage is not turning out as she had hoped. 

The most important mother on board is Claudia, not 

so much because of her domineering role as a mother but 



as a divorcee of the upper class. Claudia, just divorced 

from a world-renowned neurologist, has enjoyed the 

privileges of social prestige and financial independence. 

She is devoted to her son, -without having to worry about 

his future. Adjusting to her new life, she comments that 

she is neither miserable, nor happy, but that her life 
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is stable. Claudia has arranged for an old family friend, 

Persio, to accompany them on the trip, after Persio 

experiences some difficulties in his personal life. Claudia 

discusses her divorce with Medrano over a drink, indicating 

that the only reasons were that each had different 

interests. She lives for her son, music, books, and the 

finer things in life (83). Her appreciation of fine art 

and literature suggest a personality that intrigues Medrano 

who is surprised how close they have become in a short 

time (231). 

When Jorge suddenly becomes ill with fever and pulmo

nary congestion, Medrano helps Claudia care for her son, 

bringing the pair closer together, and inadvertently leading 

to Medrano's death. Because everyone is dissatisfied with 

the doctor's care of Jorge and the vague explanations as 

to why the poop deck is closed, Medrano and three or four 

other men assault the sailors after they refuse to open 

the deck, call ashore, and obtain better medical aid for 

Jorge. In the course of this rebellion, Medrano is killed. 

Although Claudia appreciates Medrano's sacrifice, she reacts 



with a much colder outlook than previously evident in her 

character, may be somewhat of a disappointment for the 

reader. Overall, Claudia's character is compassionate 

and has considerably more depth than many of the other 

women characters in Los premios. 
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In conclusion, Cortazar's first novel can be classified 

as free of some of his more vivid rape scenes and other 

skulduggery, as the women merely suffer transitory changes 

in lifestyle rather than deal with direct challenges to 

their sexuality through rape and other crimes. This novel 

is Cortazar's simplest novel; it deals with brief crises 

that for the most part are solved easily and quickly and 

render Los premios Cortazar's ''family" novel. 

Cortazar's next novel, Rayuela, contains probably 

the most famous female character in all his writings, a 

character surrounded by mystery inherent in her personal

ity. 



CHAPTER III 

WOMEN CHARACTERS IN RAYUELA 

Julio Cortazar's best known novel Rayuela, contains 

many important women characters. The novel's most signifi-

cant component is the search for La Maga, protagonist 

Horacio Oliveira's lost lover. The critics' views of La 

Maga probably have more significance than the fate of 

Oliveira for understanding Cortazar's most famous work. 

The analyses of La Maga such as the following by Hernandez 

del Castillo, and similar sketches by others, constitute 

the most important studies done on any woman character 

in any of Cortazar's novels. Even the more rudimentary 

critiques of Cortazar's works mention La Maga. As can 

be seen, Hernandez del Castillo's comments are thorough: 

La Maga is presented as a concrete woman with 
a good share of all-too-human stupidity; yet, 
the author clothes her with a supernatural aura 
that is many times stressed throughout the novel. 
From the beginning, La Maga is presented as an 
elusive, mysterious female who, as 'anima,' 
entices the hero to adventure. Her description 
is unmistakably 'unreal:' we read about 'su 
delgada cintura' and 'su fina cara de translucida 
piel.' (Rayuela, p. 15). Moreover, her very 
name is deliberately symbolic: La Maga's name 
is Lucia, that is, 'she who has the light,': 
Oliveira gives her the epithet that identifies 
her both with Circe and with the symbolic figure 
in the second mystery of the Tarot. (Hernandez 
del Castillo 36) 

In addition to La Maga's name signifying "light," 

it has deeper etymological roots. La Maga originates from 

the Greek "mago/a" which later developed into the Latin 
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and finally Middle English word "magi," the plural of 

"magus.'' The magi were the three wise men or wise kings 

from the East who according to the Gospel of Matthew paid 

homage to the infant Jesus. Hence the phrase "los reyes 

magos" or "the kings" is a meaning inherent in the modern 

Spanish name "La Maga." Clearly Cortazar christens La 

Maga with this particular nomenclature to create an aura 

of royalty and splendor to her character. 

The enigma surrounding the character of La Maga is 

a constant element, an enigma one can surmise Cortazar 

purposely creates and sustains. Her disappearance is enig-

matic in itself, although some critics suggest La Maga 

deliberately abandons Oliveira after he responds inadequate-

ly to the death of her son, Rocamadour (Garfield 95). 

Whatever the reason, La Maga's disappearance and 

Oliveira's search for her constitute the major plot of 

the novel. He returns to Buenos Aires and continues his 

search. After working in an insane asylum, Oliveira hallu-

cinates that he has seen La Maga, so intense is her memory 

and the hold she has on everyone she meets. 

To balance the intense hold of La Maga's character 

over Oliveira, Cortazar creates for him another lover. 

Pola by contrast, is presented as the true love of 

Oliveira's life. 

Un cosmos liquido, fluido, en gestaci6n nocturna, 
plasmas subiendo y bajando, la maquina opaca 
y lenta moviendose a desgano, y de pronto un 



chirrido, una carrera vertiginosa casi contra 
la piel, una fuga y un gorgoteo de contenci6n 
o de filtro, el vientre de Pola un cielo negro 
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con estrellas gordas y pausadas, cometas fulguran
tes, rodar de inmensos planetas vociferantes, 
el mar con un plancton de susurro, sus murmuradas 
medusas, Pola microcosmo, Pola resumen de la 
noche universal en su pequena noche fermentada 
mezclaban con la carne y las legumbres, centro 
de una quimica infinitamente rica y misteriosa 
y remota y contigua. (Rayuela 521) 

Yet the emphasis here is not on the function of the 

two women in Oliveira's life, but rather the contrasting 

characters of the two women. One example of the difference 

in the two women's personalities and functions in the novel 

is provided by Ana Hernandez del Castillo: 

Pola, though far more "concrete" than la Maga, 
is also identified with one of the symbolic 
attributes of the Magna Mater: the city. As 
Pola-Paris she appears as the Earth, or the 
provider of sensuous pleasure, while la Maga, 
as agent of transformation, performs the role 
of "anima" through the first eight chapters in 
the novel. (Hernandez del Castillo 37) 

Although Pola is presented as the right woman for 

Oliveira, it is La Maga who consumes most of his thoughts 

and energies as well as those of the reader. La Maga, 

however, shares little in common with Oliveira or his 

friends. She takes little part in the discussions with 

other members of the club of artists and intellectuals 

with whom Oliveira meets periodically. Members of the 

"Club de la Serpiente" as they call themselves, tolerate 

La Maga at best, often having to explain topics of 

discussion to her. In the beginning of Chapter Six, 
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Cortazar includes a description of the meetings, La Maga's 

attitude towards them, and Oliveira's reaction to her 

feelings: 

La t~cnica consistia en citarse vagamente en 
un barrio a cierta hora. Les gustaba desafiar 
el peligro de no encontrarse, de pasar el dia 
solos, enfurrunados en un cafe o en un banco 
de plaza, leyendo-un-libro-mas. La teoria del 
libro-mas era de Oliveira, y la Maga la habia 
aceptado por pura 6smosis. En realidad para 
ella casi todos los libros eran libro-menos, 
hubiese querido llenarse de una inmensa sed y 
durante un tiempo infinito (calculable entre 
tres y cinco anos) leer la opera omnia de Goethe, 
Homero, Dylan Thomas, Mauriac, Faulkner, 
Baudelaire, Roberto Arlt, San Agustin y otros 
autores cuyos nombres la sobresaltaban en las 
conversaciones del Club. Entonces el se 
tomaba el trabajo de senalarle la diferencia 
entre conocer y saber, y le proponia ejercicios 
de indagaci6n individual que la Maga no cumplia 
y que la desesperaban. (46) 

La Maga's tastes run more to the paraliterary, the 

pulp novel, and to the popular press: 

Y las cosas que lee, una novela, mal escrita, 
para colmo una edici6n infecta, uno se pregunta 
c6mo puede interesarle algo as!. Pensar que 
se ha pasado horas enteras devorando esta sopa 
fria y desabrida, tantas otras lecturas 
increibles, Elle y France Soir los tristes 
magazines que le prestaba Babs. (227) 

Babs and Ronald are another couple with whom Oliveira 

and La Maga associate in the club of intellectual artists. 

The friendship of Babs and La Maga could be described as 

tenuous at best, because Babs seems to comprehend more 

of the discussions among the club's members. Although 

not as intellectual as Babs, La Maga is more serious and 

enigmatic in nature, making her more likely to drift away 
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from a group than someone more balanced like Babs. After 

La Maga's disappearance, several of the members of the 

Club de la Serpiente comment upon her mysterious vanishing 

and the difficulties she had in her associations with them. 

1. --No se c6mo era--dijo Ronald--. No lo 
sabremos nunca. De ella conoc!amos los efectos 
en los demas. Eramos un poco sus espejos, o 
ella nuestro espejo. No se puede explicar. 
2. --Era tan tonta--dijo Etienne--. Alabados 
sean los tontos, etcetera. Te jura que hablo 
en serio, que cito en serio. Me irritaba su 
tonter!a, Horacia porfiaba que era solamente 
falta de informaci6n, pero se equivocaba. Hay 
una diferencia bien conocida entre el ignorante 
y el tonto, y cualquiera lo sabe menos el tonto, 
par suerte para el. Creia que el estudio, ese 
famoso estudio, le daria inteligencia. Confundia 
saber con entender. La pobre entendia tan bien 
muchas casas que ignorabamos a fuerza de saberlas. 
3. --No incurras en ecolalia--dijo Ronald--. 
Toda esa baraja de antinomias, de polarizaciones. 
Para mi su tonter!a era el precio de ser tan 
vegetal, tan caracol, tan pegada a las casas 
mas misteriosas. Ahi esta, fijate: no era capaz 
de creer en los nombres, tenia que apoyar el 
dedo sabre alga y s6lo entonces lo admitia. 
No se va muy lejos asi. Es como ponerse de 
espaldas a todo el occidente, a las Escuelas. 
Es malo para vivir en una ciudad, para tener 
que ganarse la vida. Eso la iba mordiendo. 
(606) 

Ronald does admit La Maga's mysteriousness while 

Etienne capitalizes on her silliness. Yet both seem to 

agree that they will never truly know La Maga. Etienne 

mentions the emotional side of La Maga en contrast to her 

intelligence level: 

4. -- Si, si, pero en cambia era capaz de 
felicidades infinitas, yo he sido testigo 
envidioso de algunas. La forma de un vasa, par 
ejemplo. 6Que otra cosa busco yo en la pintura, 
decime? Mantandome, exigiendome itineraries 
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abrumadores para desembocar en un tenedor, en 
dos aceitunas. La sal y el centro del mundo 
tienen que estar ahi, en ese pedazo del mantel. 
Ella llegaba y lo sentia. Una noche subi a mi 
taller, la encontre delante de un cuadro terminado 
esa manana. Lloraba como lloraba ella, con toda 
la cara, horrible y maravillosa. Miraba mi cuadro 
y lloraba. No fui bastante hombre para decirle 
que por la manana yo tambien habia !lorado. 
Pensar que eso le hubiera dado tanta tranquilidad, 
vos sabes cuanto dudaba, c6mo se sentia poca 
cosa rodeada de nuestras brillantes astucias. 
(606-7) 

To gain insight into La Maga's viewpoint of her intel-

lectual encounters with the group, a conversation among 

the members and La Maga describes her emotions during these 

encounters: 

• ~Usted sabe como se le ensena a un gato 
a no ensuciar en las habitaciones? Tecnica del 
frotado oportuno. ~Usted sabe como se le ensena 
a un cerdo a que no se coma la trufa? Un palo 
en la nariz, es horrible. Yo creo que Pascal 
era mas experto en narices de lo que hace suponer 
su famosa reflexion egipcia. 
--~Pascal?--dijo la Maga--. ~Que reflexi6n 
egipcia? 
Gregorovius suspiro. Todos suspiraban cuando 
ella hacia alguna pregunta. Horacio y sobre 
todo Etienne, porque Etienne no solamente suspi
raba sino que resoplaba, bufaba y la trataba 
de estupida. "Es tan violeta ser ignorante," 
penso la Maga, resentida. Cada vez que alguien 
se escandalizaba de sus preguntas, una sensacion 
violeta, envolviendola por un momento. Habia 
que respirar profundamente y el violeta se des
bacia, se iba por ahi como los peces, se dividia 
en multitud de rombos violeta, los barriletes 
en los baldios de Pocitos, el verano en las 
playas, manchas violeta contra el sol se llamaba 
Ra y tambien era egipcio como Pascal. Ya casi 
no le importaba el suspiro de Gregorovius, despues 
de Hora~io poco podian importarle los suspiros 
de nadie cuando hacia una pregunta, pero de todos 
modos siempre quedaba la mancha violeta por un 
momento, ganas de llorar, algo que duraba el 
tiempo de sacudir el cigarrillo con ese gesto 



que estropea irresistiblemente las alfombras, 
suponiendo que las haya. (157-158) 
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This purple feeling, somewhat similar to a lump in 

one's throat when overwhelmed with the grief or other strong 

emotions, depicts La Maga's sensitivity. And as the members 

later surmise, in the previously numbered passage, there 

was a mutual lack of understanding between them and La 

Maga. Ronald's and Etienne's speculations about La Maga's 

aesthetic perceptivity and understanding of life's greater 

questions demonstrate La Maga's depth of character which 

the group members could not achieve due to their intellec-

tual bent for all matters they did not understand. 

Adding to La Maga's mystique is her chaotic lifestyle. 

One critic makes this point when he says: 

Oliveira describe al mundo ca6tico de la Maga: 
" . un mundo donde te movias como un caballo 
de ajedrez que se moviera como un alfil." (18) 
Este caos, que se expresa de muchas maneras, 
puede conducir a la idiotez o a la locura. 
(Copeland 136) 

Yet La Maga knows her bohemian lifestyle is responsi-

ble for the type of person she has become. One of the 

best examples of La Maga's self knowledge is seen in a 

letter she writes to her son Rocamadour: 

Es asi, Rocamadour. En Paris somos como bongos, 
crecemos en los pasamanos de las escaleras, en 
piezas oscuras donde huele a sebo, donde la gente 
hace todo el tiempo el amor y- despues frie huevos 
y pone discos de Vivaldi; enciende los cigarillos 
y habla como Horacio y Gregorovius y Wong y yo, 
Rocamadour, y como Perico y Babs, todos hacemos 
el amor y freimos huevos y fumamos, . (222) 
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La Maga's childhood may explain her mysterious and 

withdrawn nature. In Chapter 15, La Maga tells Gregorovius 

that she was raped by a Negro when she was thirteen years 

old. 

Las otras piezas ya habian apagado la luz, papa 
se habia ido al boliche del tuerto Ramos, yo 
entre el banquito, el mate y la pava vacia que 
el siempre dejaba en la puerta y que nos iban 
a robar los vagos del baldio de al lado. Me 
acuerdo que cuando cruce el patio sali6 un poco 
de luna y me pare a mirar, la luna siempre me 
daba como frio, puse la cara para que desde las 
estrellas pudieran verme, yo creia en esas cosas, 
tenia nada mas que trece afios. Despues bebi 
otro poco de la canalla y me volvi a mi pieza 
que estaba arriba, subiendo una escalera de fiero 
donde una vez a los nueve afios me disloque un 
tobillo. Cuando iba a encender la vela de la 
mesa de luz una mano caliente me agarr6 por el 
hombro, senti que cerraban la puerta, otra mano 
me tap6 la boca, y empece a oler a catinga, el 
negro me sobaba por todos lados y me decia cosas 
en la oreja me babeaba la cara, me arrancaba 
la ropa y yo no podia hacer nada, ni gritar si
quiera porque sabia que me iba amatar si gritaba 
y no queria que me mataran, cualquier cosa era 
mejor que eso, morir era la peor ofensa, la estu
pidez mas completa. iPor que me miras con esa 
cara, Horacio? Le estoy contando como me viol6 
el negro del conventillo, Gregorovius tiene tantas 
ganas de saber como vivia yo en el Uruguay. 
--Contaselo con todos los detalles--dijo Oliveira. 
--Oh, una idea general es bastante--dijo 
Gregorovius. 
--No hay ideas generales--dijo Oliveira. (78) 

However pitiful La Maga may appear in this incident, 

there are other women characters in Rayuela who appear 

more desperate and dejected. The next noteworthy descrip-

tion is of a lottery saleswoman with a booth set up on 

the streets. 

Los albafiiles, los estudiantes, la senora, el 
clochard, y en la casilla como para condenados 
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a la picota, LOTERIE NATIONALE, una vieja de 
mechas irredentas protando de una especie de 
papalina gris, las manoa metidas en mitones azu
les, TIRAGE MERCREDI, esperando sin esperar el 
cliente, con un brasero de carb6n a los pies, 
encajada en su ataud vertical, quieta, semihelada, 
ofreciendo la suerte y pensando vaya a saber que, 
pequenos grumos de ideas, repeticiones seniles, 
la maestra de la infancia que le regalaba dulces, 
un marido muerto en el Somme, un hijo viajante 
de comercio, par la noche la bohardilla sin agua 
corriente, la sopa para tres d!as, el boeuf 
bourguignon que cuesta menos que un biftec, TIRAGE 
MERCREDI. (122) 

The trivial and absurd detail in which she recalls her 

life from childhood to the present makes the reader under-

stand how empty life can be. 

Another major woman character in the novel is Talita, 

the wife of Traveler with whom Oliveira works in the circus 

upon his return to Argentina. Oliveira contacts Traveler 

while still in Paris, wanting to find a job. Talita has 

been through some hard times as has Oliveira. One critic 

makes this succinct comparison: 

Talita's life is described as a "time which was 
like a wasteland covered with twisted cans" 
(333:47), the same waste lands where Oliveira 
walks the performing cat, and, more importantly, 
where he would meet Maga and the Club in Paris. 
(19,367,344). (Baldy 84) 

A pharmacist by training, Talita chooses to work with 

her husband in the circus, and she is extremely patient 

with Oliveira as he builds a new life and continues search-

ing for La Maga. Eventually, she tires of him and asks 

him to leave, yet they continue working together after 

the circus owner buys an insane asylum. The trio works 
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as attendants and it is here that Oliveira hallucinates 

that Talita is actually La Maga. In chapter 78, Oliveira's 

description of Talita emphasizes her mesmerizing effect 

upon him, but more importantly, provides the reader an 

intimate view of Talita: 

(Extrafia mujer, Talita. Da la impresi6n de andar 
llevando una vela encendida en la mano, mostrando 
un camino. Y eso que es la modestia misma, cosa 
rara en una diplomada argentina, aqu! donde basta 
un titulo de agrimensor para que cualquiera se 
la piye en serio. Pensar que atend!a una farma
cia, es cicl6peo, es verdaderamente aglutinante. 
Y se peina de una manera tan bonita.) (449) 

Chapter 41 gives several insights into Talita's 

character, and her relationship between Traveler and 

Oliveira. It involves one of the more comical episodes 

in the novel in which Talita finds herself balanced on 

two boards between her tenement house and that of Oliveria's 

in an effort to deliver Oliveira some nails and yerba, 

in order to make mate. Neither party cares to go down 

three flights of stairs, walk across the snow-filled streets 

and back again to transfer the materials. Oliveria devises 

a plan using the boards to build a bridge between the two 

buildings. As he prepares to position his board along 

with the one Traveler has managed to dig out of his closet, 

Talita manages a few cryptic remarks about the plan: 

--Parecen dos jefes asirios con los arietes que 
derribaban las murallas--dijo Talita que no en 
vano era duefia de la enciclopedia--. (284-285) 

Talita's criticism of the plan increases when she 

realizes the two men have agreed she should be the one 
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to crawl outside, tie the two boards together and deliver 

the nails and yerba to Oliveira. Yet it is not as though 

Talita allows herself to be pushed into the situation; 

Traveler's strength is needed to balance the weight of 

the board and Oliveira pretends to have seasickness and 

balancing problems although he has his board securely 

fastened under furniture on his side. 

As Talita is balanced on the two boards between the 

two men, her function as a linking element between Traveler 

and Oliveira takes on a physical reality as well as a 

symbolic one. The finesse with which Cortazar depicts 

this scene is best explained by critic Walter Bruno Berg: 

A ese respecto, el punta culminante del capitulo 
es el momenta en que Talita, despues de atar 
los tablones, "con el paquete apoyado en el puen
te" (R, p. 291), esta esperando, mientras desde 
las dos ventanas se desarrolla lo que en otro 
contexto seria el gran dialogo de celos. Eviden
temente, aunque quedando inm6vil, Talita es el 
mensaje que pasa de un lado al otro. La comunica
ci6n entre los amigos se establece por--y a traves 
de--ella. Asi, par primera vez, el puente empieza 
a funcionar: 
Oliveira habia bajado los brazos y parecia indife
rente a lo que Talita hiciera o no hiciera. Par 
encima de Talita miraba fijamente a Traveler, 
que lo miraba fijamente. 'Estos dos han tendido 
otro puente entre ellos,' pens6 Talita. 'Si 
me cayera a la calle ni se darian cuenta'" (R, 
p. 291). (Berg 270) -

Talita demonstrates her mental acuity with her remark 

about not even being noticed by the two men were she to 

fall in the street. She has no starry-eyed visions of 

her function as an irreplaceable link between the two 

friends; she knows there is a level of communication between 
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them where she is not needed or even welcome. After more 

contemplation on top of the boards, Talita becomes even 

more cynical: 

Talita sabia que de alguna manera estaban hablan
do de ella, y seguia mirando a la chica de los 
mandados inm6vil en la silla con la boca abierta. 
"Daria cualquier cosa por no oirlos discutir," 
pens6 Talita. "Hablen de lo que hablen, en el 
fondo es siempre de mi, pero tampoco es eso, 
aunque es casi eso." 
••• "Es como un juicio," pens6 Talita. "Como 
una ceremonia." 
Reconoci6 a Gekrepten que llegaba a la otra 
esquina y empezaba a mirar hacia arriba. "l.Quien 
te juzga?", acababa de decir Oliveira. Pero 
no era a Traveler sino a ella que estaban jugando. 
Un sentimiento, algo pegajoso como el sol en 
la nuca y en las piernas. Le iba a dar un ataque 
de insolaci6n, a lo mejor eso seria la sentencia. 
"No creo que seas nadie para juzgarme," habia 
dicho Manu. Pero no era a Manu sino a ella que 
estaban juzgando. Y a traves de ella, vaya a 
saber que, mientras la estupida de Gekrepten 
revoleaba el brazo izquierdo y le hacia sefias 
como si ella, por ejemplo, estuviera a punto 
de tener un ataque de insolaci6n y fuera a caerse 
a la calle, condenada sin remedio. (292) 

Talita's suffering peaks in this scene; she is feeling 

judged, she is worried about falling into the snow below 

and she is sweating from the intensity of the sun above. 

Traveler leaves to bring her a hat and presently Talita 

proposes to throw the package to Oliveira as it looks as 

though crossing completely to the other side is more 

improbable than the threesome had imagined. 

Yet, Oliveira suddenly comes forth with some compli-

mentary words for Talita. 

--No tenes por que escabullirte--dijo Oliveira--. 
Es un hecho que vos te sumas de alguna manera 
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a nosotros dos para aumentar el parecido, y por 
lo tanto la diferencia. 
--A mi no me parece que me sume a los dos--dijo 
Talita. (297) 

Talita's responses negates her linking function 

between the two men but the circumstantial evidence through

out the novel indicates otherwise. What Talita's defensive 

response seems to be saying is that she is not Traveler's 

and Oliveira's puppet, and indeed, she is not. Talita's 

presence has somewhat of a civilizing influence on the 

two men as there is a certain element of combativeness 

in their friendship. Talita smoothes over the rough edges 

and demonstrates a social maturity the two men have not 

acquired. 

Clearly, the importance of Talita cannot be underesti-

mated. She supports Oliveira when he arrives in Argentina 

and his mistaking her for La Maga indicates feelings of 

tenderness leading him to confuse her with La Maga. 

Talita is a perfect example of the idea stated in 

the introduction that Cortazar's women do not fit into 

traditional stereotypes, but rather have strong personali-

ties. In Mavel Velasco's study of the ideas of Cortazar 

and Cristina Peri Rossi, a writer whose works have been 

greatly influenced by Cortazar, Velasco mentions Talita, 

as well{as two other novels and their female protagonists: 

En cuanto a los personajes femininos, Cortazar 
muestra cierta ambivalencia. Por un lado puede 
ofrecernos mujeres con caracteristicas muy 
positivas y que parecen salir de las imagenes 



estereotipadas, como podemos ver en Talita 
(Rayuela), Claudia (Los premios) y en Helene 
(62: Modelo para armar). (Velasco 208) 
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One minor woman character who comes across as having 

a strong personality also is Senora Gutusso. Traveler 

once refers to her as an old bitch (269), leaving the reader 

with the impression that she possibly is the terror of 

the neighborhood. She has the habit of dropping in for 

unannounced visits. Purposely denying that she means to 

intrude when people are discussing private matters, her 

denial creates the impression that she most likely is the 

neighborhood gossip. 

One woman character who gives some semblance and order 

to the novel is Cuca, the asylum owner's wife. A practical 

woman, she balks at the idea that patient's signatures 

can be required before the clinic can be transferred to 

a new owner. Yet she is compassionate, also. When one 

of the women patients curtsies to her after signing authori-

zation papers, Cuca responds with a polite nod, which brings 

gales of laughter from the employees. Yet Cuca maintains 

her dignity in the situation, calmly taking out her compact 

and fixing her face. Cuca and Talita both share some com-

passion as personal characteristics, as the reader recalls 

Talita's care and concern for Oliveira when he first arrives 

in Argentina. 

In conclusion, Cortazar achieves a certain fame with 

the character of La Maga that he never achieved with any 
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other character in all of his writings. Her mysterious 

nature, her disappearance, and her relationship with 

Oliveira all make her a protagonist worthy of much study 

and reflection. The heart-wrenching effect she has on 

Oliveira with her disappearance is a fete few women in 

history have achieved and Cortazar makes it so splendid 

as to give the impression that such relationships are only 

found in novels, although his portrayal of the relationship 

is life-like. Pola's character serves to satisfy the 

reader's need for a distressed character like Oliveira 

to indeed find true love, although her scenes are minimal. 

Talita represents a 20th century ideal woman, strong of 

character, educated and compassionate. She is so perfect 

that for Oliveira, she is untouchable, as she represents 

every strength he has and some he lacks, such as compassion 

and a suave ability to deal with people. Rayuela, 

Cortazar's second novel, is his best work in many respects, 

including complex character development. 

Other works contain perhaps more dazzling women than 

those of Rayuela. The following novel contains many female 

characters equally intriguing. 



CHAPTER IV 

WOMEN CHARACTERS IN 62: MODELO PARA ARMAR 

Women characters in 62: Modela Para Armar operate 

within a male power structure as in other novels, but to 

circumvent the limits of this structure, the women in this 

novel use different methods from the women in other novels. 

Most women in other novels think and act independently. 

Claudia takes a cruise after a much-publicized divorce 

in Los premios; La Maga goes into hiding, leaving Oliveira 

and his friends to search for her. There are other bold 

actions that characterize independence. Of the three main 

women characters in this novel, only Helene is logical 

and consistent in her actions and thinking. The other two 

major women characters, Nicole and Tell, have a more emo-

tional response. Nicole is often characterized by manic-

depressive moods, while Tell reacts in a compassionate 

manner, accepting Juan's affair and still maintaining their 

relationship. 

The title 62: Modelo para armar, is based upon Chapter 

62 of Rayuela, in which a writer named Morelli plans to 

write a book. Although the book is never written, the 

types of characters Morelli plans to develop in his novel 

are the types that Cortizar develops in 62: 

Los actores parecerian insanos o totalmente 
idiotas. No que se mostraran incapaces de los 
challenge and response corrientes: amor, celos, 
piedad y asi sucesivamente, sino que en ellos 
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algo que el homo sapiens guarda en lo subliminal 
se abriria penosamente un camino como si un tercer 
ojo parpadeara debajo del hueso frontal. (417) 

It would appear that Cort&zar plans ambiguity and abnormal!-

ty in the actions of his characters in 62. Not only can 

the reader not foretell a character's actions or the purpose 

of them, but the character himself cannot always discern 

the reasons for his actions. This ambiguity enhances reader 

interest, but also creates frustration. The interest and 

frustration are carefully balanced, however, as Cort&zar 

includes enough details in narrative descriptions to keep 

the reader with him. One element of confusion is the pare

dros which are actually "the figure" concept Cortazar has 

developed in earlier novels. The paredros from time to 

time operate as a sort of unknown presence to influence 

characters in the novel. The impression is given that 

the paredros are the presences of other characters in times 

of decision making. Yet despite their efforts to help 

each other, in many ways the characters in this novel are 

doomed, as at least one critic senses an underlying sadness 

in their relationships. Carter explains the couples and 

their relationships in this manner: 

Besides the paredros, the novel contains a number 
of traditional characters, although much of their 
psychological development is left to reader's 
devices. We must fill in the blanks. None of 
these characters seems capable of love, and each 
of the relationships ends badly. Tell is for 
Juan no more than a sex object whose sexuality 
he uses to help him escape the tedium of his 
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life, and because he idealizes Helene, he cannot 
accept her lesbianism. Marrast and Nicole's 
relationship is basically masochistic, and 
Austin's ego gets in the way of his love for 
Celia, for he believes that she did not really 
exist as a woman until they became lovers. As 
E. P. Garfield has correctly observed, in this 
novel "love is sex, desire, guilt, or idealism 
but hardly ever a shared and mutually giving 
relationship either sexually or intellectually." 
(Carter 30) 

The story plot revolves around two couples, Tell and 

Juan, and Nicole and Marrast. Two other major characters 

are Helene, who has an affair with Juan, and Agustin, who 

woos young Celia and eventually murders Helene because 

of her homosexual advances towards Celia. There are other 

minor characters who will be mentioned in relation to these, 

but the plot primarily revolves around the two couples 

Juan, an Argentinean interpreter living in Paris, 

is accompanied in his travels by Tell, a Danish woman. 

Helene is an anaesthetist whose affairs with Juan and Celia 

readily demonstrate her lack of sexual scruples. Nicole, 

an illustrator of children's books, is the mistress of 

an artist commissioned by the city of Arcueil to locate 

an oilcloth stone, for which he and Nicole often travel 

to London (Garfield 120). Marrast and Nicole continue 

living together more out of habit than anything else and 

the love seems to be all but gone out of their relationship. 



The strong suggestion of manic-depression in Nicole 

is most evident when Marrast comes home after working all 

day to find that Nicole has never left the hotel room: 

En esos dias estaba estancado para Marrast, le 
costaba despegarse de cada cosa, de cada mesa 
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de cafe o de cada cuadro de un museo, y cuando 
volvia al hotel y encontraba a Nicole que seguia 
pintando gnomos para un libro infantil y se negaba 
a salir 0 salia por pura bondad hacia el, la 
repetici6n cotidiana de las mismas frases previs
tas, las mismas sonrisas en los mismos angulos 
de la conversaci6n, toda esa muebleria entre 
cursi y angustiosa que era su lenguaje de entonces 
lo llenaba de un oscuro panico. Entonces se iba 
a buscar a los dos argentinos instalados en un 
hotel cercano, o so pasaba las tardes en algun 
museo o leyendo el peri6dico en los parques, 
recortando anuncios por hacer algo, para irse 
acostumbrando poco a poco Nicole no le preguntara 
d6nde habia estado, que simplemente alzara la 
vista de los gnomos y le sonriera con la sonrisa 
de otros tiempos pero nada mas que eso, la sonrisa 
vacia, la costumbre de una sonrisa donde tal vez 
habitaba la lastima. (44) 

This withdrawn behavior or signs of depression lead 

to Marrast's nickname for Nicole, "la Malcontenta." They 

discuss it and she accedes resignedly: 

••• Te puse un nombre en ese momento, un nombre 
que te va tan bien y que es tan verdadera: la 
malcontenta. .--La malcontenta--repiti6 
Nicole--. Si, ahora recuerdo, el canal de Vene
cia, las villas de Palladio. La historia de 
la prisionera en esa villa, la malcontenta, las 
escalinatas entre los arboles. Si, Mar. Pero 
que puedo hacer, Mar. (73) 

What Nicole does in the end about her malcontentedness 

is leave Marrast. In the last few pages of the novel she 

is seen walking suicidally towards a lake before Frau Marta 

"rescues" her to lead her into a life of vampirism. 
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Vampirism, one of Cort&zar's favorite themes, will be exam-

ined in greater detail later in this chapter. 

Not only does Nicole finally leave Marrast, she also 

has an affair with Agustin. The manner in which it comes 

about is comical as Marrast inadvertently causes it. He 

sees an advertisement in the newspaper one day for a Neuro-

tics Anonymous meeting and he writes the group, suggesting 

that they meet in the art gallery to discuss one of the 

paintings. Agustin, one of the members, proves to be a 

philanderer, at one time involved with Nicole and a prosti-

tute named Georgette, before he actually falls in love 

with Celia. Stephen Boldy comments on how the affair serves 

as a pretext to terminate his life with Nicole: 

The antithetical pair conformism-rebellion are 
continually permutated in the "zone." Marrast's 
sending the letter to the Neurotics Anonymous, 
for example, as an image of provocation, is 
revolutionary, yet taken in the context of his 
relationship with Nicole it is simply a means 
of evading their false situation, and results 
in her "betraying " him with Austin (Agustin) 
and becoming guilty (a whore) in his eyes. (Boldy 
147) 

In the final analysis, though, Nicole often appears 

lethargic in her work and in her conversations, yet she 

ultimately musters enough determination to have an affair 

and in the end, to walk out on Marrast. As clumsy as her 

efforts to assert herself may be, Nicole intuits that she 

has to do something rather than remain submissive. 

Tell, Juan's lover, is often seen as a protector mentor 

or model of Nicole because the latter is so impressionable 
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and unable to conduct herself with the social finesse that 

Tell so gracefully exhibits. When Marrast comments on 

the Neurotics Anonymous advertisement in the newspaper, 

Nicole thinks of Tell's opinion on such matters. "'Oh,' 

dijo Nicole, que no parecia haber escuchado demasiado. 

'Tell sostiene que muchos de esos anuncios estan en clave'" 

(43). Nicole hasn't even been listening to Marrast, but 

thinking of Tell's opinions as some sort of higher author-

ity. On the road to Mantua, Nicole is preoccupied with 

a postcard she and Marrast have received from Juan and 

Tell: 

• como si la postal que les habian mandado 
Juan y Tell desde alguna de sus ciudades de 
trabajo, Praga o Ginebra, una postal con osos 
y blasones y una frase amistosa como siempre, 
contuviera un secreta mensaje que por supuesto 
no contenia pero que Nicole habia puesto en ella 
como occure con tantos mensajes • (54) 

The postcard simply contains a friendly greeting but 

Nicole seeks hidden implications, possibly because 

she overvalues her friendship with Tell, as well as because 

she has some obsession with codes. First Nicole comments 

on Tell's idea that many newspaper ads contain some sort 
) 

of code, then she tries to find a secret or hidden message 

in a postcard. Nicole's attempts to try to read into things 

something that is not there is in some way connected to 

her withdrawn nature and her inability to accept reality 

or daily events for what they are. A sense of inferiority 

impels her to consider Tell and Juan's travels "superior" 
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to hers and Marrast's, and leads her to view the cosmopoli-

tan Tell as a source of knowledge and strength for her. 

Tell plays this role unintentionally, however, in the com-

passionate manner in which she handles their friendship. 

While both Nicole and Tell are more emotional than Helene, 

Tell's emotions are much more stable than Nicole's. 

Nicole's strength to leave Marrast and commit a few other 

bold actions probably derives from Tell's pampering of 

her and rescuing her from difficult situations. 

One incident in particular involves Nicole's trespass-

ing of Calac and Polanco's religious retreat. Calac and 

Polanco, two of Cortazar's cronopios, establish a phalans-

f . . 1 tery, a type o utop1an commun1ty. Nicole, Celia and 

another unnamed woman, try to "crash" the community and 

Tell has to salvage Nicole from the cronopios' grip. Polanco 

recalls the disaster: 

• Pero ya que estamos, ia vos no te parece 
rara esa invasion de las mujeres a nuestro falan
sterio? Nicole vaya y pase, la pobre casi no 
contaba porque se la veia tan poco con sus gnomos 
y esas cosas. Y de golpe se aparecen las otras 
dos y en menos de tres dias entre ellas y el 
inspector Carruthers nos hacen la vida imposible, 
unas que llegan y el otro que quiere que nos 
vayamos, decime se eso era vida. 
--Si te fijas bien--dijo Polanco--, Tell estuvo 
acertada en venir, por lo menos se hizo cargo 
de Nicole y la sac6 del pozo con esa manera 
estruendosa que ella tiene. Lo que es nosotros 
no hubieramos servido para baby-sitters, como 
decimos en Chelsea. (207) 

Nicole's dependence upon Tell is obvious to everyone, 

and Tell's ability to take charge of a situation is particu-
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larly evident in this scene. The compassion which charac-

terizes Tell's emotional stability is seen as she takes 

Nicole home and helps her bathe: 

--Lo primero de todo una ducha caliente--dijo 
Tell--, y despues nos vamos a la calle porque 
yo no he venido a Londres para mirar estas horren
das paredes empapeladas. Nicole se habia dejado 
quitar el piyama, meter en una bafiadera deliciosa
mente tibia, lavar el pelo, frotar la espalda, 
todo entre risas de Tell y observaciones no siem
pre morales sobre su anatomia y su higiene. Se 
habia dejado vestir, ayudando torpemente, contenta 
de sentir a Tell a su lado, de saberse todavia 
un rato acompanada antes de hacer lo que en algun 
momento tendria que hacer. (212-213) 

Tell's mothering of Nicole shows strength in that 

Tell is able to take care of herself and help someone else 

also, allowing Nicole to escape another fiasco. Tell is 

also a mother for Juan, according to one critic: 

Tell recognizes her strange mother-lover role 
full well for she calls herself the great 
consoler: "I invent night for him, not only 
in the predictable sense .•• but I wash words 
off him, wash off earning a living, not having 
the courage to resign from what he doesn't like, 
that it's me and not Helene that he undresses 
slowly in his bitter fever." She realizes that 
everything he gives her is really meant for Helene 
and even assures him that if she can she will 
bring Helene to him. Tell, however, conserves 
her freedom only because she withholds some of 
her love: "How lucky that I don't love you too 
much, my handsome!. How lucky that I'm free, 
that I give you my time and everything you like 
without its bothering me too much ••• " 
(Garfield 129) 

Even though Tell helps both Nicole and Juan, she holds 

back something for herself, thereby contributing to her 

emotional stability as she balances her giving to others 
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against her taking care of herself. Of the three major 

older women, Tell probably has the most well-adjusted char-

acter. In the scene where she promises to deliver Hel~ne 

to Juan, she is nonchalant: "Tambien podria suceder que 

la encuentre alguna vez en la ciudad--dijo--. Ya sabes 

que si puede te la traere, gran hobo" (62). 

In spite of his affair with Hel~ne, Tell remains loyal 

to Juan and doesn't suffer the mood swings that Nicole 

suffers after waiting in her hotel room all day. As Tell 

observed, she isn't much bothered by his and Hel~ne's rela

tionship, a sign of strength in that he is able to accept 

reality and go on living. 

One of Tell's more nonchalant acts, giving a doll 

to Hel~ne, proves to be significant in foreshadowing 

Hel~ne's death. Juan, equally nonchalant, gives the doll 

to Tell after he receives it from the dollmaker, Monsieur 

Ochs, and the doll is in their possession when Juan and 

Tell witness Frau Marta's vampire attack on an English 

girl after she takes on the characteristics of the legendary 

Viennese vampiress, Countess Erzebeth Bathory. Significant

ly, as the doll is transferred to a new owner, it mysteri

ously becomes heavie~. The doll's contents are directly 

related to the couple's witnessing of vampirism. After 

Tell gives the doll to Hel~ne, Celia, the homeless girl, 

goes to live with Hel~ne, who seduces her in a fashion 

reminiscent of vampires. 
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Celia deliberately throws the doll to the floor in 

anger and revenge, and the reader is told that something 

is sticking out of the doll, perhaps a knife, thereby fore

shadowing H~lene's murder. When Agustin later drives a 

stake through H~lene's heart using the method necessary 

to kill vampires, the reference to an object sticking out 

of the broken doll becomes clear. Tell inadvertently is 

involved in events leading to Helene's death and also in 

sustaining the theme of vampirism prevalent in the novel. 

The first major description of Helene in the novel 

portrays her as cruel. Cortazar repeats this idea for 

emphasis: 

De todo eso iba quedando H~lene, como siempre 
su sombra fria en lo mas hondo del portal donde 
me habia refugiado de la llovizna para fumar. 
Su fria distante inevitable sombra hostil. Otra 
vez, siempre: fria distante inevitable hostil. 
(30-31) 

Clearly this first description gives the reader the 

impression that Helene is a force to be reckoned with. 

She is not easily persuaded or run over and is not tied 

down in a relationship like Marrast and Nicole or Juan 

and Tell ostensibly are. 

When considering and comparing the emotional make-

up of the three women characters, it is obvious that Nicole 

lacks the emotional stability that Helene and Tell have. 

At least one critic draws parallels between Helene's and 

Tell's personalities: 
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Hel~ne, on the surface is similar to Tell: eman
cipated, sure of herself, admirable. When the 
Tell-Juan-Hel~ne triangle is completed, she too 
becomes an object, and incredibly, she is happy 
in that role: "I felt him trembling against 
me, I offered him my mouth, dirty with words, 
thanking him for making me be silent, for turning 
me into an obedient object in his arms" (238). 
An obedient object. It is possible that, deep 
down, Hel~ne wishes a man to put her in her role 
as an object, which--who knows?--makes her feel 
more of a woman? And this woman is precisely 
the one who is apparently stronger, more 
independent, less insecure and more decided. 
(Francescato 135) 

Helene is a professional, and her professionalism 

carries over into her private life as well. Her affairs 

and conversations in general lead to the impression that 

Helene is an automaton, with a survival instinct that 

has crushed any feeling whatsoever. Juan means nothing 

to Helene as one critic points out: 

After a night of love, she mocks his very manhood, 
laughing in his face and telling him "lo mismo 
me da Celia que tu" (261). Indeed there is no 
difference between him and Celia, except that 
Celia succeeds in outgrowing her adolescent 
vagueness after she leaves Helene's apartment. 
(Hernandez 116) 

Her lack of emotional attachment to anyone, her lack 

of sexual scruples and Helene's cruel remarks are crucial 

to the portrait of her as a calculating woman. Critic 

Stephen Boldy, however, points out that Helene is honest 

with herself: 

Helene sees Juan's love for her as an intrusion 
into her private life which has the effect of 
leaving her naked: "The passage of your image 
through any of someone else's memories strips 
me naked" (140). She describes him as "my 



denouncer, he who through loving me and being 
loved strips me bare and makes me see myself 
as I am" (141). (Boldy 126) 

Several critics suggest that Helene is infatuated 

with Juan because he looks like one of her patients in 

the hospital: 
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Sientate aqui de nuevo, dame whisky, sirvelo 
tu, quieres. Dame un gran vaso de whisky, esto 
si podre contartelo, me hara bien, y despues 
te iras si quieres, quiza sea mejor que te vayas 
pero antes dame whisky y otro cigarillo, Juan. 
Es insensato pero se te parecia tanto y estaba 
desnudo, era un muchacho mas joven que tu pero 
tenia una manera de sonreirse como la tuya, un 
pelo como el tuyo, y se me muri6 entre las manos. 
No digas nada, escucha; no digas nada ahora. 
(235) 

Because Helene is upset over the death of one of her 

favorite patients that looked like Juan and because she 

is upset about the broken doll and its contents, she cries 

in this scene, relating all her troubles to Juan. Both 

Helene and Juan realize he has seen her in an unguarded 

moment. Alluding to the myth of Diana and Actaeon, upon 

whom the goddess sets her dogs after the mortal witnesses 

her bathing, Helene reveals her emotions about Juan's wit-

nessing her defeat: 

No soy Diana pero siento que en alguna parte 
de mi hay perros que esperan, y no hubiera querido 
que te hicieran pedazos. Ahora se usan inyeccio
nes intravenosas, simb6licamente claro esta, 
y la mitologia occure en un living donde se fuma 
tabaco ingles y se narran historias tambien sim
b6licas, se mata a alguien mucho antes de recibir
lo en casa y darle whisky y llorar su muerte 
mientras el nos ofrece su panuelo. (238) 
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Clearly Hel~ne dislikes revealing herself to others 

and when she does, she feels threatened. Despite fairly 

extensive clues about these women, at least one critic 

claims that all character descriptions in this novel are 

vague: 

The character development--or lack of it--exposes 
each character's reality as a superficial fragment 
of a whole which is not subject to rational cause 
and effect analysis. The characters are delibe
rately sketchy, as Morelli proposed in another 
chapter of Rayuela, so that the reader will have 
to fill the gaps, the reasons for their actions. 
The emphasis, as Morelli explained, is not to 
be placed on the character as he reacts in a 
situation but rather on the situation as he rever
berates in his or her mind, calling forth unexpec
ted and illogical concatenations. (Garfield 
117) 

Helene's grip on Juan's psyche is so powerful that 

no matter what he may be doing, Juan is ready to stop and 

do as Helene desires. His idolization of her is reiterated 

early in the novel in an indirect character description 

which emphasizes her mythical and non-human qualities: 

Retrato de Helene morenamente seda, canto rodado 
que en la palma de la mano finge entibiarse y 
la va helando hasta quemarla, anillo de Moebius 
donde las palabras y los actos circulan solapados 
y de pronto son cruz o raya, ahora a nunca; Helene 
Arp, Helene Brancusi, tantas veces Helen Hajdu 
con el filo de la doble hacha y un gusto a silex 
en el beso, Helene arquero flechado, busto de 
C6modo adolescente, Helene dama del Elche, doncel 
del Elche, fria astuta indiferente crueldad cortes 
de infanta entre suplicantes y enanos, Helene 
mariee mise a nu par ses celibataires, meme, 
Helene respiraci6n de marmol, estrella de mar 
que asciende por el hombre dormido y sobre el 
coraz6n se hinca para siempre, lejana y fria, 
perfectisima. Helene tigre que fuera gato que 
fuera ovilla de lana. (La sombra de Hel~ne es 
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mas densa que las otras y mas fria; quien posa 
el pie en sus sargazos siente subir el veneno 
que lo hara vivir para siempre en el unico delirio 
necesario.) El diluvio es antes y despues de 
Hel~ne; todo telefono espera, escorpi6n gigante, 
la orden de Hel~ne para romper el cable que lo 
ataba el tiempo, grabar con su aguij6n de brasa 
el verdadero nombre del amor en la piel del que 
todavia esperaba tomar el te con Hel~ne, recibir 
la llamada de Hel~ne. (76-77) 

Although Hel~ne holds a mystical power with many char-

acters in the novel, she too looks to Tell as a source 

of strength. After the death of the young patient she 

anaesthetizes and the broken doll reveals its sordid 

contents, Hel~ne writes Tell a letter, partly because Tell 

gave her the doll and she needs assurance that the contents 

do not represent some sort of bad omen for her. Although 

the letter is specifically addressed to Tell, the latter 

shares the information with Juan who in turn goes to visit 

Hel~ne. They discuss the letter and the doll's contents: 

--Ya ves--dijo Juan--, de nada me acusabas en 
tu carta, lo se, pero era peor, hubiera preferido 
el malentendido total, un insulto, que se yo. 
Hasta Tell comprendi6 que no era posible, que 
no le hubieras escrito esa carta si no hubieras 
sospechado de mi. 
--No era una sospecha--dijo Hel~ne--, para eso 
no habia ninguna palabra posible. Una especie 
de mancha o de v6mito, si quieres. (231) 

All of Monsier Ochs dolls are said to contain some 

object inside, good or bad, and both Hel~ne and Juan feel 

that fate has played some sort of trick on them. One critic 

explains their analysis of the contents, and the guilt 

the doll represents and their reaction to it: 
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This brings us to one of the most important para
doxes in the novel, that is, that the guilt is 
involuntary, and seemingly independent from the 
person who feels it ("as if the fault (culpa 
guilt) had traveled of its own accord in that 
doll" (232), yet at the same time the contents 
of the doll vary, and this particular doll con
cerned them, and no one else: "It's as if at 
the bottom of it neither you nor I had anything 
to do with it. It has happened to us, not to 
anybody else" (232). Their guilt becomes a 
destiny which is fulfilled through a network 
of chance occurrences: "Thus, underneath and 
in spite of all the chance and the improbabilities 
and the ignorance, the path was abominably 
straight and went from him to Helene" (226). 
They are, nevertheless, totally responsible for 
this destiny created by chance: "all his respon
sibility in that which had happened through the 
double chance of a whim and a blow against the 
floor" (226-227). (Boldy 139) 

Juan listens to Helene as she pours out her grief 

about the dead boy, the doll and how all their lives have 

become interwoven. Juan loves Helene as much as anyone 

in the novel and as much as he is capable of reciprocating. 

"Senti que sus labios buscaban mi mano y la besaban levemen-

te. 'No se querer asi,' le dije, 'y seria inutil esperar 

alguna cosa de la costumbre, de la rutina'" (238). 

Juan and Helene spend a great deal of time smoking 

in the dark and talking, and probably because he grows 

close to her emotionally, sharing thoughts and confidences, 

he is stunned at her death. Although Agustin has played 

the philanderer in his affairs with Georgette and Nicole, 

it is his relationship with Celia and Helene's treatment 

of her that leads Agustin to kill Helene. Celia's innocence 

during the seduction makes it especially heinous: 
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Todo el cuerpo de Hel~ne pareci6 brotar a su 
lado, la sinti6 al mismo tiempo en los tobillos, 
en los muslos, pegada a su flanco, y el pelo 
de Helene le azot6 la boca con el olor marino 
de su sueno. Quiso enderezarse, rechazarla sin 
violencia, obstenAndose en creer que dormia y 
sofiaba; sinti6 que las dos manos de Helene busca
ban su garganta con dedos que la acariciaban 
lastim!ndola. "Oh, no, que haces," alcanz6 a 
decir, neg!ndose todavia a comprender, rechazAn
dola sin fuerza. Un calor seco le apret6 la 
boca, las manos resbalaban por su cuello, se 
perdian bajo las sabanas contra su cuerpo, volvian 
a subir enredadas en la tela del piyama, un mur
mullo como de suplica nacia contra su cara, todo 
su cuerpo estaba invalido por un peso que cambiaba 
de zonas, que la recorria cada vez con mas fuerza, 
un calor y una presi6n insoportables • • • (182) 

Celia finally realizes that Helene wasn't sleeping 

and intentionally seduced her, at which point she leaves 

Helene's, throwing the doll on the floor. Celia is probably 

the most innocent female character in the novel. Although 

a relatively minor character, she deserves attention because 

she is seduced by Helene, one of Cortazar's most nonstereo-

typical characters, and because Celia is initially opposite 

of the independent woman capable of making her own decisions 

as are Helene, Talita, or Claudia, for instance. Unlike 

most women characters whom Cortazar shows operating success-

fully within the male power structure, Celia is extremely 

vulnerable. She is not capable of manipulating the men 

around her as are the three female characters mentioned 

above, nor is she capable of managing any other aspect 

of her life at first. 
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Celia is mentioned as early as page 38, but not until 

much later does she converse with Helene, allowing the 

reader to begin to understand her actions and motives. 

When the reader is first exposed to her actions, Celia 

seems puerile: 

Desde la puerta reconoci6 el mech6n de pelo de 
Celia inclinada sobre una taza de algo oscuro 
que no parecia cafe. No habia mucho gente en 
el Cluny y la mesa preferida de mi paredro estaba 
vacia; Celia se habia sentado en otra, como si 
la ausencia de los tartaros le doliese y quisiera 
darlo a entender. "Probablemente a quien mas 
extraiia es al caracol Osvaldo," se dijo Helene 
que tendia a ver en Celia la edad de los juguetes 
los resfrios. Salud6 con un gesto a Curro y dos 
espejos le devolvieron la espesa mano de Curro 
mostrandole la mesa de los tartaros; sumadas a 
la mano propiamente dicha, le indicaban tres 
direcciones diferentes. Helene pens6 que nadie 
hubiera podido guiarla con mas propiedad en ese 
momento, y se acerc6 a Celia que dejaba a caer 
una lagrima exactamente en el centro de un taza 
de Viandox. (112-113) 

Helene's description of Celia as she sees her in the 

cafe alone furthers the childlike image of Celia. Helene 

claims Celia is sitting alone because she misses the Tartars 

and wants everyone to share in her grief. Celia's childlike 

need for attention is portrayed in her posture, her sitting 

alone, and in her tears. 

--Las cosas que bebas--dijo Helene--. Huele 
a caballo sudado. 
--Es buenisimo a esta hora--murmur6 Celia que 
tenia la cara tapada por el mech6n de pelo y 
se parecia a la niiia que amaba el queso de Baby
bel--. Es lo mejor para mojar una medialuna, 
sirve de sopa y de comida al mismo tiempo. Puede 
ser que lo hagan con caballo, pero lo mismo es 
bueno. 
--Mojar una medialuna--dijo Helene, sentandose 
a su lado en la banqueta y abriendo sin mirarlo 
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el Nouvel Observateur--. Con esos gustos ya 
deberias estar en la cama hace una hora, tu edad 
psicol6gica se situa entre los nueve y los once 
anos; medialuna en la sopa, cinco terrones de 
azucar en cualquier cosa que bebes, el pelo en 
la cara • • • Para colmo llorando encima de esa 
porqueria humeante. y pretendes diecisiete anos 
y cursos en la Sorbona. (113) 

Helene confronts Celia with her childlike behavior, 

such as dunking croissants, crying and using an inordinate 

amount of sugar in everything she drinks. 

Celia alz6 la cabeza y se puso a reir; todavia 
le caian algunas lagrimas y se las sec6 de un 
manotazo, ayudandose con el pelo. 
--Si, doctora. Esta bien, doctora. Me he ido 
de mi casa, sabes. Para siempre, esta vez es 
para siempre. 
--Ah--dijo Helene. --Supongo que para siempre 
quiere decir hasta pasado manana. 
--Para siempre, te digo. Esa casa es un infierno, 
una juala de escolopendras. (113) 

After Helene's admonition, Celia tries to put on a 

tough stance, emphasizing she has left home for the last 

time and will make it on her own regardless. 

Celia as a university student wants to present herself 

as an adult to the rest of the world, but she is practical 

enough to accept Helene's offer of a place to stay. When 

Helene shows Celia the doll Juan and Tell have sent her, 

Celia's reaction both amuses Helene and provides more 

insight into Celia's character: 

--Esta es muy bonita, muy diferente--dijo Celia 
mirandola por todos lados--. Dan ganas de tener 
diez afios menos para jugar con ella, mirale la 
ropa interior, esta toda vestida, mira ese slip, 
pero si hasta tiene un soutien-gorge, es casi 
pecaminoso si se piensa bien, porque la cara 
es de una nifiita. 



Como ella, por supuesto. Me cuesta ahogar una 
sonrisa cuando le oigo decir: "Dan ganas de 
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tener diez aiios menos," ella que cinco aiios atras 
estaria jugando todavia a lavar y a dar de comer 
a un oso y a una muiieca. Hasta escaparse de 
su casa tiene algo de juego con muiiecas, una 
rabieta que se le pasara con las primeras dificul
tades, con el mas nimio topetazo de la vida en 
la nariz. Una muiieca jugando con otra, ahora 
tengo dos muiiecas en mi casa, lo locura es conta
giosa. Mejor asi, por lo menos esta noche, cuanta 
raz6n tienen despues de todo esos locos que juegan 
con vagas muiiecas en Londres, y Juan jugando 
con Tell en Viena, y Tell enviandome una muiieca 
porque si, porque es bonita locura. (143) 

Celia is never really happy until she meets Agustin, 

and begins to make a life with him. She meets him after 

Tell rescues her and Nicole from the phalanstery and shortly 

thereafter Agustin comes to London, arranging for himself 

and Celia to return to Paris by boat. On the journey, 

Celia suffers a bout of seasickness, and Agustin dutifully 

takes care of her. Celia and Agustin's relationship may 

be the only one in the novel to have any real love or 

altruistic mutual concern at all. One critic uses their 

relationship as an example: 

Austin's meeting and falling in love with Celia 
stands out as one of the most idyllic love scenes 
in the whole of Cortazar's writings. • Juan 
and Helene, on the other hand, experience a 
blind, negative and mutually destructive encoun
ter. Imprisoned in their respective egos, they 
act out a grotesque parody of the act of love. 
(Hernandez 113-114) 

During the train ride toward the end of the novel, 

Celia and Agustin's disembarkation is discussed briefly 

by the other passengers, but they are not mentioned again 
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until Agustin murders H~lene. Agustin's escape leads the 

reader to believe that he and Celia will begin a new life 

together. As helpless as Celia is, she does affect the 

lives of H~lene and Agustin in particular, as well as 

the other characters. Despite the dependency of her 

seventeen years, Celia makes a bold move in running away 

from home and vowing to stay away. There are some signs 

that she will come to· grips with her future, with Agustin's 

help. Celia is most similar to Nicole, yet clearly Nicole 

will never take charge of her own life. Celia's character 

evokes sympathy because of her ignorance of the actions 

of others, like Helene. Readers may conclude that Celia 

has yet to experience a few growing pains before learning 

how to take care of herself. 

In her essay, "The New Man (But Not the New Woman)," 

Martha Paley Francescato summarizes the men's viewpoints 

in the novel towards the women characters: 

While Juan "objectifies" his two women, perhaps 
helping them, in his way, the other masculine 
characters of 62 give us other visions of women: 
"Women are always bloodthirsty," said Calac with 
a background of grunts of approval from Polanco 
and my paredros," or "There is nothing like 
women," says Marrast, "whether a heart is beating 
or not, the only thing they see is a gold lock." 
On this occasion "my paredros" offers, instead 
of an approving grunt, a recrimination: "Don't 
be misogynistic." Marrast himself, at the time 
Nicole leaves him to go to bed with Austin, bursts 
out with a description of the incident to Tell, 
simultaneously revealing his idea of women: 
"If I returned to the hotel now I'd kill her 
the chestnut tree dirty with birds hurts me here, 
Tell, all of you 



bitches all with birds, all of you bitches and 
I am Tell 
with his outrage saving his sex a true man 
my poor bitch poor poor little bitch 
a man safe with his bitch inside 
a man because of a bitch 
only because of that 
and then bitch and then bitch and then bitch 
I believe because it's absurd." (198) 
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Although the present study does not focus upon view-

points of women characters in particular, these lines 

reflect the male power structure within which women must 

operate. As seen earlier, different women have varying 

degrees of success. Usually the middle-aged women have 

more success than the younger women characters, as the 

experience of a few years has sharpened manipulative skills 

and taught them how to handle themselves socially. 

The theme of vampirism in the novel is introduced 

with the legend of the Transylvanian Countess, Erszebet 

Bathory, who was said to have had young servant girls 

tortured in order that she might bathe in their blood, 

thereby preserving her youthful appearance. But because 

of her crimes, the countess was condemned to remain locked 

up in her castle. Frau Marta, the first to have the 

countess' vampire characteristics cast upon her as in a 

spell, passes the vampirism on to others. She attacks 

the English girl while Juan and Tell witness, and the doll 

in their possession takes on vampiristic qualities. Helene 

is the doll's next owner, and after receiving it, she 

seduces Celia in a vampiristic manner. After Juan spends 
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the night with H~l~ne, he notices that his throat hurts, 

indicating the vampiristic seduction of Hel~ne once again. 

Cortazar admitted to having been a student of vampiro

logy and included the theme in many works. Vampirism 

emerges in Rayuela in a manner similar to its appearance 

in 62: "--Como si fueramos vampiros, como si un mismo 

sistema circulatorio nos uniera, es decir nos desuniera-

- (355). " T 1 ' . f h 1 rave er s compar1son o t emse ves to vampires 

foreshadows Oliveira's comments on their close relationship 

five chapters later. One critic comments on Oliveira's 

comments and analyzes the vampirism element in the case 

of this trio: 

In a far more active and conscious way, Oliveira 
plays the same role towards the Travelers as 
la Maga towards him, by denouncing the superfi
ciality of their lives: "I don't hate you either, 
brother, but I denounce you, and that's what 
you call pushing you against the wall" (394-56). 
"Live and let live," Traveler repeats (302:41). 
Paradoxically, at the same time as Oliveira tries 
to convince Traveler that reality might not be 
what he would like it to be, (Aren't you capable 
of intuiting for just one second that things 
can't be like this?" (399-56)), he also wishes 
to become (like) the Travelers, to join the 
circus: "You break yourself in two to get into 
the hintimity (sic) of the Travelers, to hinstal 
(sic) yourself in the Travelers, circus and hall 
(sic) (450-78). This desire gradually takes 
on overtones of vampirism which can be associated 
with the invading forces of the short story." 
(Boldy 81) 

The vampirism link mentioned in regards to the 

circulatory system touches upon the theme of love tradition

ally represented by the heart and hence, the circulatory 
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system. Therefore it would appear that Cortazar suggests 

that intimacy among the three characters suggests vampirism. 

Oliveira's desire to become intimate with the Travelers 

parallels attempts of the characters of 62 to achieve 

intimacy. Helene's attempts at intimacy lead to vampirism 

in the cases of Juan and Celia. The triangular relationship 

between the Travelers and Oliveira in Rayuela acquires 

vampiristic qualities as suggested in Traveler's lines, 

as does the triangular relationship between Juan, Tell, 

and Helene in 62. The signs are more overt in 62, however, 

such as Juan's sore throat, and the manner in which Helene 

dies, for example. True intimacy is never achieved in 

these parasitic relationships, but Cortazar's dexterity 

in the use of macabre themes such as vampirism, as well 

as the sexual transgression of and social taboos in general 

is particularly well displayed in complicated novels such 

as Rayuela and 62: Modelo para armar. 

The themes of vampirism, failed relationships, and 

other crises in 62 are fully developed through women 

characters, vague though these characters may appear to 

come critics, and in spite of occasionally over-brief des-

criptions. The strengths of women such as Helene and Tell 

develop these major themes, but minor characters such as 

Celia contribute significantly as well. Cortazar himself 

d · "Y · t' 1 of the was once quote as say1ng, es, 1 s a ways one 

female characters who crosses over or shows the man the 



way" (Garfield 132). Just as Nicole shows Agustin the 

way in this novel, for example, so does a woman show a 

man the way in Cortazar's next novel, Libro de Manuel. 
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NOTE 

1 
Cortazar's creativity as a writer probably is best 

demonstrated in the short story collection, Cronopios y 
famas. Although this work is not to be examined in detail 
in this thesis, the terminology applies to other characters 
in Cortazar's works. A "fama" is an official, executive 
or someone of high social standing. The "esperanzas" are 
the people who hope to become and try to be like "famas," 
and the "cronopios" are the least socially ambitious of 
all three groups. The "cronopios" are highly creative 
and imaginative. Probably the best female example in 
Cortazar's writings of a cronopio is La Maga. Rayuela, 
the work in which she appears, may be considered Cortazar's 
most cronopian work as the manner in which it is read is 
creative, as it may be read in two different ways, as the 
author indicates and as prior critics have observed. 



CHAPTER V 

WOMEN CHARACTERS IN LIBRO DE MANUEL 

Evelyn Picon Garfield begins her analysis of Libra 

de Manuel with Cortazar's aforementioned quote on women 

showing men the way. The expression begins the chapter 

analysis of Libra de Manuel, so therefore the reader must 

speculate as to how Garfield relates the epigram to the 

novel. She most likely is referring to Ludmilla's influenc-

ing Andres to join the "Joda," a revolutionary group which 

kidnaps a diplomat in France. The "Joda," which Cortazar 

defined as "fooling around,'' (Garfield 135) begins with 

simple acts of provocation or agitation such as standing 

up to eat in restaurants, but eventually achieves the capa-

bilities of sophisticated terrorism. 

Cortazar's last major novel, it narrates the kidnapping 

of a Latin American diplomat in Paris by guerrillas. The 

protagonist, Andres, is involved with two women as is 

Oliveira in Rayuela. 

The position of Andres at the beginning of the 
novel is much the same as that of Oliveira in 
Paris. His life is plagued with dualism and 
he is symbolically torn between two women: 
Ludmilla, like La Maga, a totally natural and 
"true" figure who "seems to have a sort of right 
to violate all chronology" (15), and Francine, 
like Pola, middle-class, cultured and significant
ly the part owner of a bookshop: "The man astride 
the roof trying to encompass the Ludmilla world 
and the Francine world (. .) and of course 
the continual buffeting from the binary, the 
irreconcilable double view from the ridge of 
the roof" (167). His attempt to break with what 
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he considers the bourgeois institution of the 
couple is only partially honest in that he takes 
a lover in a totally "bourgeois" fashion, wishing 
to maintain the status quo with Ludmilla. (Boldy 
172) 

Ludmilla parallels La Maga in the sense of being a 

"free-spirit," while Francine resembles Pola, Oliveria's 

other lover in Rayuela, who is more stable than La Maga. 

Marcos, the group leader, has an affair with Ludmilla, 

and at least one critic draws a parallel between this love 

triangle and the one in Rayuela: 

On going to Verrieres, however, he accepts a 
triangle centered round Ludmilla, a far more 
difficult exercise for a male "Argentinian." 
This inversion of a triangle formed by one woman 
and two men constitutes an important structural 
link with Rayuela: the triangle Ludmilla-Andres
Francine becomes Andres-Ludmilla-Marcos in the 
same way as the triangle la Maga-Oliveira-Pola 
becomes Oliveira-Talita-Traveler. (Boldy 177) 

The title alludes to Manuel, the infant son of Patricio 

and Susanna, members of a revolutionary group. The couple 

is compiling a scrapbook of newspaper articles about politi-

cal abuses in Latin America for Manuel to read when he 

grows older, hence the title Libro de Manuel, or, Book 

of Manuel. Cortazar incorporates copies of the alleged 

articles throughout so that the reader may know what type 

of news interests the group and their political perspective. 

Susanna and Patricio host many group meetings in their 

apartment, but Ludmilla and Andres are actually the main 

couple of the novel. 
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Ludmilla, a key member of the group, is considered 

essential to the revolutionary cause because of her differ-

ent outlook on life and is a favorite of the novel's narra-

tor: 

Al que te dije le gusta Ludmilla por esa manera 
loca de ver cualquier cosa, y a lo mejor por 
eso de entrada Ludmilla parece tener como un 
derecho a violar toda cronologia; si es cierto 
que ha podido dialogar conmigo ("Andres, tengo 
una impresi6n al nivel del est6mago •.• "), 
en cambio el que te dije mezcla quiza 
deliberadamente sus papeles cuando hace hablar 
a Ludmilla en presencia de Marcos, ya que Marcos 
y Lonstein estan todavia en el metro que los 
trae, es cierto, a mi departamento mientras 
Ludmilla esta haciendo su papel en el tercer 
acto de una comedia dramatica en el Teatro del 
Vieux Colombier. (15) 

"El que te dije," or "the one I told you about," a 

member of the group, narrates their activities throughout 

the novel. Although he is never named, his importance 

is obvious because his narration utilizes his own perspec-

tive, and the approval or disapproval of certain characters 

is seen through his viewpoint. 

Although Ludmilla and Andres live together, Andres 

finds it necessary to join Ludmilla in her revolutionary 

activities if he ever wants to see her. He does manage 

to win her back and see her more often, but Ludmilla still 

remains politically active. To counteract her involvement 

in politics, Andres has an affair with Francine, a recent 

college graduate. Andres and Francine refer to her as 

a bridge between himself and Ludmilla; actually Ludmilla 
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puts the affair out of her mind by becoming more involved 

in her political work. 

The young Francine offers Andres a diversion from 

the reality of political causes that dominate his and 

Ludmilla's lives. Yet Ludmilla gives the affair little 

attention or importance. Furthermore, Ludmilla doesn't 

care to have a child by Andres and she tells him so rather 

bluntly: 

. pero no quiero un hijo, ya no. El dia 
en que el metabolismo me lo pida demasiado fuerte, 
como parece que sucedi6 esta noche, me acostare 
con el primero que me de la gana, o ire a ver 
a Xavier para que me insemina como a una vaca. 
Good night, sweet prince. (93) 

This comment is typical of Ludmilla's behavior towards 

Andres; often she says nothing more than a nonchalant "see 

you later" as she leaves to do her political work. Ludmilla 

actually cares for no one, and keeps her life filled with 

political causes. She frequently leaves Andres at home, 

or rather he chooses to stay home and read, such as the 

time she and Marcos go to pick up a turquoise penguin. 

If she has a lack of enthusiasm for a strong relationship, 

Ludmilla certainly has an enthusiasm for life, as Marcos 

explains: 

--Anoche, por ejemplo, cuando vos hablaste de 
ir a comer papas fritas al bulevar Sebastopol 
y dar una vuelta por el barrio de la Bolsa, 
Ludmilla empez6 a los saltos, te acordaras, los 
ojos se le agrandaron hasta las orejas y como 
una guitarra, no se, algo que temblaba y vibraba, 
y no por tu Max Ernst o tu Xenakis sino solamente 
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por unas papas fritas y vagar hasta el amanecer, 
cosas sin importancia. (115) 

Ludmilla's appreciation of the trivial things in life 

contributes to her stability, energy, and drive, and evinces 

the different outlook Ludmilla has on life. After mention-

ing the French fry episode, Marcos offers his viewpoint 

of women with his strong opinions providing comic relief: 

• lo peor es que no les falta capacidad de 
extremarse, que les va a faltar, pero tienden 
a aplicarla a lo negativo, es decir que cuando 
algo no les gusta o todo va mal en la politica 
o en la cocina, entonces son capaces de unas 
broncas, unas indignaciones, una elocuencia que 
reite de Stokely Carmichael. Tienen el motor 
acelerado al reves, quiero decir que para frenar 
son unas campeonas, no se si me seguis. Vos 
te das cuenta de que si manana o pasado estoy 
aqui y la oigo broncar a Ludmilla porque se le 
rompi6 el cierre relampago, me parecera 
perfectamente bien porque me acordare de las 
papas fritas, ella tiene todo el derecho de 
cabrearse a fondo puesto que antes se subi6 por 
las paredes y fue feliz porque vos la llevabas 
a comer papas fritas y a vagar por las calles. 

(116) 

Marcos and Ludmilla work together closely on so many 

projects, which facilitates their having an affair. 

Although Ludmilla enjoys simple things like walking and 

eating French fries, she also enjoys the excitement of 

the guerrilla activities. Marcos lures her into sexual 

activity, appealing to her love of adventure in his amorous 

pursuits by telling her that it's possible to get in a 

rut even in relationships: 

--Todo hay que volver a inventarlo, polaquita 
--dijo Marcos--, el amor no tiene por que ser 
una excepci6n, la gente cree que no hay nada 
nuevo bajo el ne6n, calzamos en las rutinas, 
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los chicos piden a gritos zapatos Carlitos, vos 
sos del treinta y ocho y yo del cuarenta y tres, 
es para reirse. (260) 

Ludmilla's unique way of seeing things allows her 

to enjoy work and leisure time, again contributing to her 

balance as an individual. Francine, on the other hand, 

still has some growing up to do, which produces a pivotal 

scene near the end of the novel. 

Although it is not their first love scene in the novel, 

the most memorable scene between Francine and Andres is 

the "rape" scene. Critics conveniently refer to the episode 

as Francine's rape, but many conclude it is a sort of intro-

duction to adulthood by way of sexual relations rather 

than a rape. More interesting than the scene itself, how-

ever, are the characters' comments some ten to fifteen 

pages later concerning this incident: 

--No te pido perdon por tantas cosas, chiquita, 
aunque sea una manera de pedirtelo, y no lo 
niegues con toda tu pelirroja cabeza porque me 
haces cosquillas y me voy a reir, cosa poco digna 
en las circunstancias. Anoche me preguntaste 
por que queria envilecerte y quiza ahora, despues 
de esa botellas, de tu culito irritado y de otras 
cosas que te acordaras, te sentis como ese trapo 
al borde del bide. Dejame decirte que nadie 
ha hecho nunca tanto para mi, en un sentido que 
apenas comprendo y que te ha de parecer una locura 
sin arreglo. Para peor vaya a saber que he podido 
darte yo desde que nos juntamos anoche en el 
cafe, desde madame Antinea, te acordas, todo 
lo que te dije, todo lo que a nadie, chiquita, 
a nadie le habia dicho como a vos porque ademas 
habia lo otro, tu piel y tu saliva, dejame decir 
solamente esto, chiquita, no te he envilecido 
mientras te hacia heber ese conac y te violaba, 
no te he envilecido, todo se fue con la ducha, 
porque es cierto que te viole, chiquita, y tambien 
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es cierto que lloraste y que despues de dormir 
una hora te despertaste y me trataste de canalla 
y de sAdico y todo eso mientras te enroscabas 
como una oruguita y hubo que volver a empezar 
y fue tan diferente, vaya si sabes que fue dife
rente, basta que not dormimos como los justos 
y no tuvimos pesadillas y ya ves, lo que hay 
en tus ojos, mirate solamente en el espejo y 
contame, chiquita. 
--No, no me has envilecido--dijo Francine casi 
sin voz--, pero y tu, Andres, y tu. (326-327) 

Francine is portrayed as a university graduate going 

through the rites of adulthood. She responds with concern 

for Andres, a contrasting reaction from Ludmilla's willing-

ness to be inseminated like a cow. Francine's response 

to the situation is more mature than that of Andres, though 

he is supposedly older and wiser. How Francine handles 

herself during the rape is more vacillating, but within 

social norms, as one critic explains: 

Francine's reluctance is, in reality, part of 
her necessary role in the ritual, and it is 
closely related to the traditional role of Western 
woman in the rite of sexual initiation. As 
Bataille explains (p. 134): "A man cannot feel 
that a law is violated in his own person and 
that is why he expects a woman to feel confused, 
even if she only pretends to do so; otherwise 
he would be unaware of any violation. Shame, 
real or pretended, is a woman's way of accepting 
the taboo that makes a human being out of her. 
The time comes when she must break the taboo, 
but then she has to signify by being ashamed 
that the taboo is not forgotten, that the 
infringement takes place in spite of the taboo, 
in full consciousness of the taboo." (Safir 
91) 

Cortazar might well have read this theory, to judge 

by his portrayal. This scene between Francine and Andres 

takes place in the Hotel Terrass overlooking a graveyard, 
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which establishes a link between sexual relations and death, 

a theme common in Cortazar's works and frequently mentioned 

by critics. In Margery E. Safir' s essay, "An Erotics of 

Liberation: Notes on Transgressive Behavior in Hopscotch 

and Libro de Manuel," she makes this comparison: 

In discussing eroticism in Hopscotch and Libro 
de Manuel, I have tried to relate it to the entire 
system of Western taboos and especially to the 
death taboo. I have done this because I believe 
that Cortazar is not interested simply in 
eroticism for its own sake. Rather, I think 
what Susan Sontag has said of Georges Bataille 
can be paraphrased and said here of Cortazar: 

•• In other words, the importance of the erotic 
transgressions in these novels is not their 
eroticism per se, but rather their fundamental 
repetition of the Western tradition of descent, 
death and resurrection, in which Oliveira's going 
to the banks of the Seine and Andres's going 
to the Hotel Terrass are essentially identical 
to Dante's going to the Inferno in order to rise 
to newer heights after the voyage below. (Safir 
94) 

Francine's capacity for growth is made visible through 

her subsequent actions. After the two leave the hotel, 

Francine buys a newspaper, lights a cigarette, hails a 

cab, and leaves Andres standing on the street corner. 

She appears to be in control, while Andres seems lost and 

bewildered. 

Susanna, Patricio's wife, probably the only woman 

loyal to her mate is also the only mother and thus some

what idealized, but nevertheless she makes significant 

contributions. Susanna takes care of Patricio when he 

receives injuries in his guerrilla activities, and both 
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devote all their free time to their son, Manuel. Susanna's 

passive role in group activities involves acting mainly 

as the ever-ready hostess with mate and sandwiches prepared 

at group meetings. Although she doesn't speak her opinions 

aloud, other women seek her advice, and the time and effort 

spent clipping news articles for her son's scrapbook further 

demonstrate her devotion as wife and mother. 

An especially interesting character is Sara, who writes 

to the group in Paris about her travels in Central America, 

yet never appears in the novel. Sara's reports provide 

critical information about political affairs there. An 

Argentinean by birth, her appearance is fair as she is 

often mistaken for a gringo. Sara travels with Angeles, 

a black woman from Panama, and John, an American, sharing 

a hotel room in Managua, Nicaragua, as they prepare to 

cross the border to El Salvador. Sara relates that people 

laugh at them and sometimes think she must be a guerrilla 

fighter because she carries a knapsack, and mentions almost 

being jailed in Costa Rica on unspecified charges. Her 

last letter arrives from San Salvador, as she awaits the 

group's money order and describes the living conditions 

she is enduring. Cortazar incorporates accounts of the 

brutal treatment of women during the Vietnam war, with 

some torture tactics employed against the daughter of a 

Vietnamese chief caught by the Royal Army of Korea; other 

assaults on women and political prisoners in Argentina 
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disembowelment, and pulling out of fingernails. While 
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it is not only women who are tortured, physical pain seems 

more real to this reader when a woman is victimized. 

The accumulation of tortures, affairs, and other 

abnormal or sordid aspects of life makes it refreshing 

to find comic relief. Oscar relates to the group an 

incident for which he and some girls attending a Catholic 

school were punished, so that the women students staged 

a major revolt, running naked on the school grounds while 

the nuns frantically tried to restore order. Oscar recalls 

this incident after reading of an escape staged by sixteen 

teen-age girls from an orphanage in Buenos Aires. Two 

hundred girls altogether had taken part, providing one 

more bit of evidence that the women characters in Libro 

de Manuel take as active a political role or more so than 

the men. Roy Joaquin explains: 

La mujer en Libro de Manuel esta totalmente 
liberada, sea francesa o argentina, sean 
guerrillas que se fugan de la· carcel, 0 escolares 
que dejan el internado. La mirada se vuelve 
a America: "El mundo mental de los Argentinos 
no es el mundo entero y ( •.• ) el mundo entero 
no es privilegio de los machos" (LM, 344). 
Lonstein abofetea a Andres de esta forma: "Las 
mujeres tambien tienen su triangulito que decir" 
(LM, 344). No son solamente hombres los que 
traman el paso clandestino de billetes falsos 
a Francia, sino que se hace con las mafias de 
la azafata argentina. No son solamente ellos 
los que se enfrentan a las escolta de proteccion 
del ·diplomatico, sino que sus compafieras tienen 
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tambien parte activa en la acci6n. La mujer, 
en esta etapa de la obra de Cortazar, ha dejado 
estar confinada en su patio de arrabal o la vereda 
portefia. (Joaquin 259) 

Ludmilla first unwittingly takes part in the counter-

feit transactions when she accompanies Marcos to pick up 

the turquoise "penguin," actually an empty package 

containing the counterfeit money. Marcos explains they 

will pose as representatives from the Vincennes Zoo in 

Paris and receive the package from a man named Oscar, who 

has been aided in his smuggling operation by Gladis, an 

airline stewardess. Brief reference is made to Gladis' 

participation in the diplomat's kidnapping, although the 

men are mostly responsible. Notwithstanding her minor 

role, Gladis exemplifies female participation in the crimes 

of the guerrillas. She is bold and direct, helping to 

translate at the airport for Oscar so that he might deliver 

the packages through customs to Marcos and Ludmilla on 

the other side. After the transaction, the couple is joined 

by friends as they celebrate the transaction and hilariously 

recall the episode. Thereafter, Ludmilla increases her 

participation in the group's activities wholeheartedly 

and supports their efforts. 

Evelyn Picon Garfield begins her analysis of Libro 

de Manuel with Cortazar's quote about women showing men 

the way; this idea is clearly evident in this novel. 

Ludmilla takes a leadership role in the guerrilla group's 
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activities. Gladis participates in the kidnapping, and 

Sara writes about her experiences while traveling in Central 

America. Even Susanna helps show the men the way by acting 

as a cohesive force by hosting the group's activities and 

preparing her son for a politically active future with 

the clippings she saves in his scrapbooks. 

Many of CortAzar's short stories provide more indepth 

analysis of women characters and will be examined in the 

next chapter. 



CHAPTER VI 

WOMEN CHARACTERS IN SHORT STORIES 

Among several recurrent themes in the short stories 

of Julio Cortazar, one of the most common is that of rape. 

Because rape constitutes a violent crime against women 

only, this theme will be considered in depth in this chapter 

and in the conclusion. Other themes prevalent in Cortazar's 

short stories are incest, eroticism, and especially the 

link between eroticism and death in many of the stories. 

Bestiario, Cortazar's first short story collection, 

includes "Casa tomada," which treats the theme of incest. 

The brother and sister live a rather sedate life, and the 

brother describes his sister Irene's activities: 

Irene era una chica nacida para no molestar a 
nadie. Aparte de su actividad matinal se pasaba 
el resto del dia tejiendo en el sofa de su 
dormitorio. No se por que tejia tanto, yo creo 
que las mujeres tejen cuando han encontrado en 
ese labor el gran pretexto para no hacer nada. 
Irene no era asi, tejia cosas siempre necesarias, 
tricotas para el invierno, medias para mi, 
mafianitas y chalecos para ella. A veces tejia 
un chaleco y despues lo destejia en un momento 
porque algo no le agradaba; era gracioso ver 
en la canastilla el mont6n de lana encrespada 
resistiendose a perder su forma de algunas horas. 
Los sabados iba yo al centro a comprarle lana; 
Irene tenia fe en mi gusto, se complacia con 
los colores y nunca tuve que devolver madejas. 
(Los relatos, 1, 8) 

At the end of the story when the unnamed, invading 

forces take over the house, Irene drops her knitting and 

trails a thread behind as they leave the house. The thread 
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may allude to Arachne, a mortal in Greek mythology who 

was extremely proud of her knitting abilities, or it may 

allude to Theseus, who trailed a thread behind him in the 

labyrinth so as to find his way out after killing the 

Minotaur. The thread may symbolize some sort of desire 

on her part to remain attached to the house, but her brother 

throws the key away in the sewer. Irene is portrayed 

passively in the story; she follows a routine of houseclean-

ing and sings lullabies. The only time she seems upset 

is when she talks in her sleep. Her monologue is not 

reported, but folklore associates this act with nervousness. 

The taking over of the house by unseen "spirits" or "beings" 

borders on the mysterious, logically enough, as the story 

is based on one of Cortazar's dreams, which accounts for 

some if its mystery. The writer does not use his sister's 

name in this story, although his sister's name, Ofelia, 

appears in "Manuscrito hallado en un bolsillo" and in "Los 

pasos en las huellas" (Garfield 122). 

The theme of incest is introduced in the second para-

graph when Cortazar describes the routine of the brother 

and sister who live in their parents' home. 

Entramos en los cuarenta anos con la inexpresada 
idea de que el nuestro, simple y silencioso 
matrimonio de hermanos, era necesaria clausura 
de la genealogia asentada par los bisabuelos 
en nuestra casa. Nos moririamos alli algun dia, 
vagos y esquivos primos se quedarlan con la casa 
y la echarian al suelo para enriquecerse con 
el terrene y los ladrillos; o mejor, nosotros 
mismos la volteariamos justicieramente antes 
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.h 7-8) 

(Los relates, 
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The strong suggestion of incest was a theme Cortazar 

was questioned about in interviews. His response, somewhat 

surprising, shows how often Cortazar's dreams are reflected 

in his works. 

I have only one sister. What's curious is that 
on a conscious level my sister and I have nothing 
in common. We've never understood each other. 
We're like night and day; we've even come to 
hate each other. Now with time, since we don't 
see each other, a more cordial relationship 
exists. But there's a great difference between 
us. Nevertheless in dreams many times I've 
awakened astounded because I've gone to be with 
my sister in my dreams. (Garfield 122-123) 

"Lejana" includes the theme of doubles prevalent in 

many of Cortazar's works. The protagonist, Alina Reyes, 

is on her honeymoon in Budapest, but through a series of 

anagrams and palindromes she meets her double, a beggar. 

The use of the doppelganger, or double, is prevalent in 

Cortazar's works. "She's the queen and," which is a literal 

translation of her name, transforms the middle-class Reyes 

into the beggar on the bridge in Budapest, figuratively 

speaking. In his essay "Doubles, Bridges and Quest for 

Identity: 'Lejana' Revisited," Jaime Alazraki discusses 

Reyes' mental processes: 

Alina is fully aware that the world in which 
she views herself as queen/beggar is a realm 
devoid of physical reality, and that although 
she crosses the Market Bridge in Budapest and 
walks through Vladas Square in the same city, 
these events occur in her mind while she is 
physically seated in a concert hall in Buenos 
Aires. (Alazraki 76) 
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The mind games that permit Reyes to become her doppel

ganger are possibly schizophrenic, as suggested by one 

critic: 

She says first that she is a "terrible sounding 
bell," an image that in a schizoid context alludes 
to a condition of alienation in which the patient 
ceases to be himself as to become a mere "echo" 
of others. She adds that she is a "wave"--a 
body of water whose shape and "reality" depends 
not on itself but on the gravity or the wind 
that produces it and whose form lacks all 
permanence and is determined by factors other 
than itself. • • • Threatened by everything 
that demands of her to be what she is not, Alina 
clings to that zone of her self in which she 
recognizes a genuine being. (Alazraki 77) 

The alienation that Reyes feels overwhelms her as 

she turns into her other worse self in the end. Although 

Cortazar did not mean for his story to be a mental analysis 

of the human psyche, his well-known interest in criminology 

suggests an interest in psychology and may account for 

the mental shenanigans apparent in the palindrome. The 

psychological element is there, however, and Alazraki 

discusses Cortazar's intentions: 

Yet a close reading of "Lejana" reveals that 
although Alina Reyes may not represent a clinical 
case of schizophrenia, she has clear schizoid 
tendencies, and Cortazar has attempted to under
stand these tendencies from inside the character 
in a manner similar to that in which existential 
phenomenology approaches the patient .• 
However, it is beyond doubt, as Laing observes, 
that "it is not always possible to make sharp 
distinctions between sanity and insanity, between 
the sane schizoid individual and the psychotic. 
Sometimes the onset of psychosis is so dramatic 
and abrupt, and its manifestations are so unequi
vocal, that there can be no question or doubt 
about the diagnosis. However, in many cases 
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change, but a transition extending over years, 
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at no single point in which may it be all clear 
whether any critical point has been passed (137)." 
(Alazraki 74-75) 

Reyes' use of a diary to record the story in itself 

suggests some introversion, often linked with schizophrenia. 

Schizophrenics have been compared to snails because they 

hide in a shell, figuratively speaking. It is interesting 

to note that Cortazar spoke of a love of snails, although 

in connection with wanting to carry his house with him 

as snails do. 

"Las puertas del cielo" treats the death of the female 

protagonist, Celina, who dies from tuberculosis, possibly 

contracted in the nightclub where she works before Mauro 

"rescues" her by taking her to live with him. Ironically, 

the smoke in the club may have actually been the cause 

of her tuberculosis. Yet, as one critic sees it, this 

is Celina's heaven: 

El narrador explica en el relato lo que Mauro, 
el protagonista, no puede comprender: que ese 
infierno en que vivia Celina y del cual la arranca 
Mauro fue para ella su cielo. Tal es el sentido 
de la ultima unidad narrativa que cierra el 
relato: el narrador y Mauro vuelven a ese 
infierno habitado por monstruos, el Santa Fe 
Palace, para verlo por vez primera con los ojos 
de Celina y comprender que para ella y las demas 
como ella ese antro es el paraiso: 

"Me qued6 inteligencia para medir la devastaci6n 
su felicidad, su cara arrobada y estupida en 
el paraiso al fin logrado . . (Bestiario 137)." 
(Alazraki 162) 
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Such happiness does not imply acceptance of a jaded 

lifestyle so much as that Celina has found peace in herself 

through death and neither the narrator nor Mauro judge 

her for this symbolic return to the life she knew before 

Mauro. The upbeat implication is that Celina has had a 

good life: she has mattered to someone. Celina has not 

lived in vain since Mauro will cherish memories of her. 

Death provides a happy ending for her, while Mauro keeps 

searching for someone like her in the club, only to find 

no one to replace what he had with Celina. 

Evelyn Picon Garfield draws some interesting parallels 

between "Lejana" and "Las puertas del cielo." 

The desire--in Mauro's case the futile attempt 
to see his dead wife Celina--to penetrate another 
side of reality materializes in the short story 
'Lejana.' In that story Cortazar sketched themes 
of prime importance for future works: the parti
cipation of man in a world of his mind's creation: 
the experience of 'otherness;' and the existence 
of magnetic fields, or 'figures' as Cortazar 
calls them, that allow people to communicate 
with each other across time and space. (Garfield 
27) 

"Bestiario," the title tale of the collection, is 

based on another of Cortazar's dreams. While suffering 

from a fever, Cortazar dreamt that a tiger was allowed 

to roam from room to room with some sort of control by 

the household family. He reverses this idea in the story 

as the tiger tacitly controls the family members who manage 

to avoid it through a set of signals among themselves. 

The plot unfolds as Isabel, an adolescent, is sent by her 
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mother and sister to live with the Funes family, distant 

relatives and owners of the tiger. The opening paragraph 

of "Bestiario" suggests that Isabel's behavior has become 

unmanageable: 

Entre la ultima cucharada de arroz con leche-
poca canela, una lastima--y los besos antes de 
subir a costarse, llam6 la campanilla en la pieza 
del telefono e Isabel se qued6 remoleando hasta 
que Ines vino de atender y dijo algo al oido 
de su madre. Se miraron entre ellos y despues 
los dos a Isabel, que pens6 en la juala rota 
y las cuentas de dividir y un poco en la rabia 
de misia Lucera por tocarle el timbre a la vuelta 
de la escuela. No estaba tan inquieta, su madre 
e Ines miraban como mas alla de ella, casi toman
dola por pretexto; pero la miraban. (Los relatos, 
.L. 15) 

The sinister outcome of the story involves Isabel's 

dislike of her uncle, known as "el Nene," who lives with 

the family. The other family members include the parents, 

Rema and Luis and their son, Nino. Also, there is a trace 

of resentment on Isabel's part when she realizes the 

ulterior motive for the Funes' invitation to her. 

Al fin y al cabo era una vida triste. Isabel 
se pregunt6 una noche por que los Funes la habrian 
invitado a veranear. Le falt6 edad para 
comprender que no era por ella sino por Nino, 
un juguete estival para alegrar a Nino. 
• • • Por primera vez entendia su presencia en 
Los Horneros, las vacaciones, Nino. Pens6 en 
el formicario, alla arriba, y era una cosa muerta 
y rezumante, un horror de patas buscando salir, 
un aire viciado y venenoso. Golpe6 la pelota 
con rabia, con alegria, cort6 un tallo de 
aguaribay con los die~tes y lo escupi6 
asqueada, feliz, por fin de veras bajo el sol 
del campo. (20-23) 

Isabel does overcome her resentment about being used 

as a playmate for Nino, but still clings to her hatred 



of "el Nene," and surreptitiously plots his demise. 

Although such a deed seems entirely evil, it must 

be remembered that "Bestiario" employs the viewpoint of 

the adolescent protagonist Isabel. Jitrik explains: 

En "Bestiario," por ejemplo, se cuenta en 3 8 

persona pero el relator asume, por decirlo as!, 
la perspectiva de la nina a quien le ocurren 
las cosas y que hara saltar su interioridad. 
No es que la nina sea protagonista, mas de una 
vez el relator no mira con una mirada del 
protagonists, sino que la somete a una mirada; 
en este caso se introduce en ella. Y un nino, 
es obvio, es un ser provisoria y, en cierta 
medida, incompleto; un nino ve las cosas 
iluminadas con mas o menos matices pero en todo 
caso con perfiles que los grandes excluyen de 
su vision. (Jitrik 26) 

This adolescent viewpoint is especially apparent in 

the beginning, middle, and end of the story. Isabel goes 

along with her mother and sister Ines in the beginning 

when they put her on the train to go live with her rela-

tives. She is happy-go-lucky, and knows she does not have 

a choice. When Isabel later figures out she is being used 

as a playmate for Nino, she comes to a mature acceptance 

of the situation. The final scene of the story is the 

best example of Isabel's adolescent viewpoint. Apparently 
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she has told "el Nene" that the tiger which roams the house 

is in his private study, but it is actually in the main 

study of the house. When he screams, Luis begins to pound 

on the library door and scream about the mix-up in which 

the devious actions of Isabel come to light. Isabel's reac-

tions may come as a surprise, however. Although she meant 
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to kill "el Nene," she is confused because she does not 

understand the outcome of what she has done. She does 

receive some comfort from her Aunt Rema: 

. quiza como los dedos de Rema, o era la 
mano de Rema que le tomaba el hombro, le hacia 
alzar la cabeza pura mirarla, para estarla mirando 
una eternidad, rota por su llanto feroz contra 
la pollera de Rema, su alterada alegria, y Rema 
pasandole la mano por el pelo, calmandola con 
un suave apretar de dedos y un murmullo contra 
su oido, un balbucear como de gratitud, de in
nominable aquiescencia. (Los relatos, 1, 31) 

Aunt Rema is grateful to Isabel because "el Nene" 

had terrorized the household for so long. Reader sympathy 

is created for Isabel in that at least one other character, 

an adult, had felt uncomfortable with "el Nene" in the 

house. The adolescent criminal mentality Cortazar depicts 

in the character of Isabel is combined with confusion, 

youth and immaturity, which render her unable to understand 

the result or longterm effects of her action. 

"Las armas secretas," published in 1956, recounts 

the rape of a Frenchwoman by a Nazi soldier. The rape 

scene is a little unusual, as Boldy explains: 

In "Las armas secretas," a French student is 
gradually possessed by a German soldier, who, 
is now the Frenchman's fiancee. His vengeance 
is suggested as he--they prepare to rape the 
girl anew. (Boldy 43) 

The primary element Cortazar uses to develop the story 

towards a possibility of rape is uncanny. As protagonist 

Michele's fiance becomes possessed with the Nazi's spirit, 

she begins to feel the same terror she felt before the 
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rape. Pierre begins to stutter like the German soldier, 

for instance, and she phones her friends Ronald and Babette 

to express her feelings: 

--Tartamudeaba, Babette, te juro ••• No es 
una alucinaci6n, ya te dije que antes .•. Fue 
como si otra vez ••• Ven pronto, asi por 
telefono no puedo explicarte . • • Y ahora acabo 
de oir la moto, se ha ido y me da una pena tan 
horrible, como puede comprender lo que me pasa, 
pobrecito, pero el tambien esta como loco, 
Babette, es tan extrano. --Te imaginaba curada 
de todo aquello--dice Babette con una voz 
demasiado desapegada--. En fin, Pierre no es 
tonto y comprendera. Yo creia que estaba enterado 
desde hace rato. 
--Iba a decirselo, queria decirselo y entonces 

. Babette, te juro que me habl6 tartamudeando, 
y antes, antes • 
--Ya me dijiste, pero estas exagerando. Roland 
tambien se peina a veces como le da la gana y 
no por eso lo confundes, que demonios. 
--Y ahora se ha ido--repite mon6tamente Michele. 
--Ya volvera--dice Babette--. Bueno, prepara 
algo sabroso para Roland que esta cada dia mas 
hambriento. 
--Me estas difamando--dice Roland desde la puer
ta--. 
iQue le pasa a Michele? 
--Vamos--dice Babette--. Vamos en seguida. 
(Los relatos, 3, 106-107) 

As the story ends Babette and Roland are driving to 

Michele's, recalling how they shot Michele's rapist. Roland 

asks Babette about weapons under the seat as they brake 

in front of Michele's, suggesting that Pierre will be shot. 

Garfield proposes that in this story Cortazar explores 

the "connection between life and its mysteries," (49) and 

possibly the idea or reincarnation. Rape, violence and 

death are combined in two more of Cortazar's short stories, 
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"Anillo de Moebius" and "La barca, o nueva visita a 

Venecia," which will be examined shortly. 

Todos los fuegos el fuego contains one of Cortazar's 

more humorous but poignant women characters. Mama, the 

protagonist of "La salud de los enfermos," is bedridden 

but mentally alert and her children try to hide her son's 

death from her. Alejandro was the youngest child and the 

others feel the grief would be unbearable. But as important 

as Mama is, the story begins with the illness of Aunt 

Clelia. She also has been participating in the cover-up, 

but now excuses must be made for why she no longer visits 

Mama, either. The story the children concoct is that 

Alejandro is in Brazil working for a firm, but the difficul-

ty comes in explaining Aunt Clelia's absence as she lives 

in Buenos Aires with the rest of the family. When Aunt 

Clelia has to go to the hospital, the children merely say 

that the doctor recommended a few days' rest in the country. 

At this point Mama shows how clever she is. She tries to 

arrange to see both Alejandro and Aunt Clelia by proposing 

the following: 

Mira--dijo mama--, yo creo que habria que escri
birle a Alejandro que venga a ver a su tia. 
Siempre fue el preferido de Clelia, y es justo 
que venga. 
--Pero si tia Clelia no tiene nada, mama. Si 
Alejandro no ha podido venir a verte a vos, 
imaginate • 
--Alla el--dijo mama--. Vos escribile y decile 
que Clelia esta enferma y que deberia venir a 
verla. 
--iPero cuantas veces te vamos a repetir que 
lo de tia Clelia no es grave? 
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--Si no es grave, mejor. Pero no te cuesta nada 
escribile. Le escribieron en esa misma tarde 
y leyeron la carta a mama. En los dias en que 
debia llegar la respuesta de Alejandro (tia Clelia 
seguia bien, pero el medico de Manolita insistia 
en que aprovechara el buen aire de la quinta) 
la situaci6n diplomatica con el Brasil se agrav6 
todavia mas y Carlos le dijo a mama que no seria 
raro que las cartas de Alejandro se demoraran. 
--Pareceria a prop6sito--dijo mama--. Ya vas 
a ver que tampoco podra venir el. (Los relatos, 
h 147-148) 

Mama doesn't even ask for the children to bring her 

the phone anymore so that she might speak to Aunt Clelia 

personally and reading the letters from Alejandro about 

diplomatic problems and other delays in travel plans soon 

becomes routine. At the end, however, Mama expresses her 

gratitude: "--Que buenos fueron conmigo--dijo mama--. 

Todo ese trabajo que se tomaron para que no sufriera" (150). 

The most poignant moment comes when Rosa opens one of the 

letters she and the other siblings have written "from 

Alejandro" for Mama, wondering how they can explain Mama's 

death to Alejandro, and forgetting that Alejandro's death 

had to be hidden from Mama in the first place. The charade 

has gone on for so long that Rosa has become totally con

fused. Basically the story demonstrates that family love 

can sustain other members, while also emphasizing the 

cleverness of elderly persons like Mama. 

"La senorita Cora" presents a humorous woman character, 

the patient's mother, with a more emotionally stable female 

protagonist. An adolescent boy enters the hospital for 
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an appendectomy, while from the opening lines, his mother 

talks as though he were an infant: 

No entiendo por que me dejan pasar la noche en 
la clinica con el nene, al fin y al cabo soy 
su madre y el doctor De Luisi nos recomend6 
personalmente al director. Podrian traer un 
sofa cama y yo lo acompanaria para que se vaya 
acostumbrado, entr6 tan palido el pobrecito como 
si fueran a operarlo en seguida, yo creo que 
es ese olor de las clinicas, su padre tambien 
estaba nervioso y no veia la hora de que me 
dejarian con el nene. Despues de todo tiene 
apenas quince anos y nadie se los daria, siempre 
pegado a mi aunque ahora con los pantalones largos 
quiere disimular y hacerse el hombre grande. 
(Los relatos, 1, 175) 

The portrayal of women characters as mothers is a 

subject that most critics expected Cortazar to treat in 

a positive manner. Cortazar left his graduate studies 

to support his mother after her financial sacrifices to 

provide for her previous education, which many critics 

interpret as a devotion to his mother. Yet, the positive 

portrayal of mothers in Cortazar's writings is lacking, 

at least in "La senorita Cora" as John Louis Marambio sees 

it: 

Ironicamente, en sus cuentos y novelas la figura 
de la madre sufre mucho, pues no es siempre ella 
un ser benevolo. Por ejemplo, en "La salud de 
los enfermos" y "La senorita Cora," cuentos de 
Todos los fuegos el fuego, la madre es una mujer 
que imperceptiblemente controla a todos los 
miembros de la familia en el primer cuento; en 
el segundo, la madre es una mujer sin mucha 
inteligencia y que siempre averguenza a su hijo 
al tratarlo como un infante. (Marambio 22-23) 

In descriptions of the nurse by the boy's mother, 

the theme of vampirism is suggested: "No hay mas que 
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mirarla para darse cuenta de quien es, con esos aires de 

vampiresa y ese delantal ajustado, una chiquilina de por

queria que se cree la directora de la clinica" (175-176). 

The mother's comments are humorous in themselves and serve 

to counter-balance the emotional episode when Pablo is 

dying. 

When it is apparent that the boy will die of complica

tions, Senorita Cora lowers her guard and tells him that 

he can call her Cora. Instead he calls for his mother 

and Senorita Cora leaves to find her so that she might 

spend the last few minutes with her son. Cora realizes 

that she has become emotionally attached to the boy and 

is truly grieved although she knows she will have many 

other adolescent boys as patients in the future. 

"El otro cielo" is the story of an Argentinean stock

broker who wanders the streets of Buenos Aires in post 

World War II days, only to transport himself as though 

in a time warp to Paris of the 1800s. Here he befriends 

a prostitute, Josiane. Although prostitutes are often 

stereotyped as having no scruples, sexual or otherwise, 

the predominating characteristic of Josiane is fear. 

Laurent, the roving neighborhood murderer, causes Josiane 

to be afraid. Laurent almost certainly serves as a variant 

of Jack the Ripper, for whom Cortazar had some sort of 

fascination. In his book La vuelta al dia en ochenta 

mundos, Cortazar includes an essay entitled "Jack the Ripper 
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Blues," (sic) in which he recapitulates the historical 

speculation on the murderer's true identity. Whoever 

Laurent represents, he causes Josiane to be consumed by 

fear. Josiane also fears the South American stranger who 

frequents the same bars as she and the stockbroker. 

"--No me gustan sus ojos--se obstin6 Josiane.--Y ademas 

que no te mira, la verdad es que te clava los ojos pero 

no te mira. Si un dia me aborda salgo huyendo, te lo digo 

por esta cruz.--" Josiane is extremely emotional: she 

expresses her fears, such as the aforementioned fear of 

the South American, cries uncontrollably on the stockbro-

ker's stomach as they witness an execution, and seems to 

have few rational responses. She must obtain permission 

from "el amo" to spend time with the stockbroker, visit 

art galleries, cafes, and meet with her friends. Josiane 

is described only in relation to other events and places, 

with little emphasis on herself. 

When the stockbroker returns from his time warp excur-

sions, his mother and Irma notice his disorientation. 

Perhaps because she doesn't want to lose him, Irma is more 

comforting than his mother. 

Irma era mas comprensiva, debia confiar simple
mente en que el matrimonio me devolveria alguna 
vez a la normalidad burocratica, y en esos ultimos 
tiempos yo estaba al borde de darle la raz6n 
pero me era imposible renunciar a la esperanza 
de que el gran terror llegara a su fin en el 
barrio de las galerias y que volver a mi casa 
no se pareciera ya a una escapatoria, a un ansia 
de protecci6n que desaparecia tan pronto como 



mi madre empezaba a mirarme entre suspiros o 
Irma me tendia la taza de cafe con la sonrisa 
de las novias aranas. (164) 
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Probably because Irma is more understanding than his 

mother, the stockbroker truly loves his fiancee: 

Mi novia, Irma, encuentra inexplicable que me 
guste vagar de noche por el centro o por los 
barrios del sur, y si supiera de mi predilecci6n 
por el Pasaje Guemes no dejaria de escandalizarse. 
Para ella, como para mi madre, no hay mejor acti
vidad social que el sofa de la sala donde ocurre 
eso que llaman la conversaci6n, el cafe y el 
anisado. Irma es la mas buena y generosa de 
las mujeres, jamas se me ocurriria hablarle de 
lo que verdaderamente cuenta para mi, y en esa 
forma llegare alguna vez a ser un buen marido 
y un padre cuyos hijos seran de paso los tan 
anhelados nietos de mi madre. (Los relatos, 
.h 149) 

The stockbroker makes one more trip to Paris, returning 

to Buenos Aires when the German surrender leaves the stock-

market in shambles; he has to work constantly and his mother 

claims to be on the verge of a heart attack. Irma and 

the stockbroker marry partly because his mother makes him 

feel guilty. The story ends with Irma expecting her first 

child and having domesticated the stockbroker quite success-

fully in her coy efforts to develop a family unit. 

In "Lugar llamado Kindberg," the best evidence of 

protagonist Lina's lifestyle is revealed in the description 

of the contents of her knapsack • 

• y Lina colgando la ropa mojada, volcando 
indescriptible la mochila sobre la mesa 
franciscojose dorada y arabescos James Baldwyn 
kleenex botones anteojos negros cajas de cart6n 
Pablo Neruda paquetitos higienicos plano de 
Alemania, tengo hambre, Marcelo me gusta tu nombre 
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suena bien y tengo hambre, entonces vamos a comer, 
total para ducha y tuviste bastante, despues 
acab!s de arreglar esa mochila, Lina levantado 
la cabeza bruscamente, mir!ndolo: Yo no arreglo 
nunca nada, para que, la mochila es como yo y 
este viaje y la politica, todo mezclado y que 
importa. (Los relatos, 2, 121-122) 

A love scene between the young hitchhiker and her 

lover Marcelo ends with Marcelo feeling as though the youth

ful Lina hasn't satisfied the mature Marcelo as he thought 

she might, and he prepares to leave her. 

Marcelo then commits suicide by driving into a tree 

at eighty miles per hour, much as Lina predicted in an 

earlier allegory. In a stream-of-consciousness thought, 

Lina says: " • y una vez en Avignon cinco horas esperan-

do un stop con un viento que arrancaba las tejas, vi 

estrellarse un pajaro contra un arbol, cay6 como un pafiuelo 

fijate: la pimiento por favor" (122). Marcelo repeatedly 

refers to Lina as "osita," "osita humeda de autostop," 

and "pobre osita," imagery which becomes important in the 

final paragraph. Before leaving, Marcelo describes Lina 

as "y la osezna • • comiendose cara abajo los terranes 

de azucar" (129), and Cortazar subsequently compares 

Marcelo's wreck to Lina's manner of eating sugar: "del 

tronco donde se incrust6 a ciento sesenta con la cara metida 

en la volante como Lina habia bajado la cara porque asi 

la bajan las ositas para comer el azucar" (129). Marcelo 

finds Lina cute and cuddly like a teddy bear, and his bear 
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images of Lina are always flattering, although ultimately 

fatal for him. 

Antonio Planell's analysis of "Lugar llamado Kindberg," 

devotes one entire chapter to eroticism. Planells finds 

Lina not so much a teddy bear type, as a calculating woman. 

Al referirnos a "Lugar llamado Kindberg," (OC, 
97-109) senalamos que el contexto sexual 
constituye una posible via de acceso para que 
Marcelo penetre esa otra realidad que anora y 
que encarna Lina. Al igual que en otros cuentos 
de Cortazar, aqui el sexo es tambien el ultimo 
recurso, el arma ultima y secreta, la unica jugada 
posible ante un jague mate inminente; los 
resultados seran siempre los mismos: frustraci6n 
y destrucci6n. (Planells 125) 

Lina suggests getting one room at the hostel instead 

of two, and her boldness surprises Marcelo although he 

readily agrees. She handles their encounter with much 

more aplomb than Marcelo, maybe because of her nonchalance. 

Everything in her knapsack is casually arranged, just as 

her travels, romantic encounters and general attitude. 

Her survival instinct or ability to carry on seems to have 

a great deal to do with not becoming too involved with 

others but remaining somewhat detached and aloof. 

In "Cuello de gatito negro," one of Cortazar's more 

violent short stories, Dina demonstrates the ability to 

be both passionate and destructive. The actual outbreaks 

Dina suffers offer a better understanding of her character. 

When she and Lucho enter her apartment, and she pours hot 

water for his coffee, Lucho begins to realize that she 

does indeed have problems cont-rolling her hand movements. 
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Y a la tercera vez, cuando Dina se habia inclinado 
para echar el agua caliente en su taza, murmurando 
de nuevo que no era culpa suya, que solamente 
de a ratos le pasaba, que ya veia ~1 como todo 
era diferente ahora, el agua y la cucharita, 
la obediencia de cada gesto, entonces Lucho habia 
comprendido pero vaya a saber qu~, de golpe habia 
comprendido y era diferente, era del otro lado, 
la barra valia, el juego no habia sido un juego, 

• (Los relatos, 3, 116) 

Dina confides in him, explaining her affliction with 

words both exaggerated, and realistic: 

A lo mejor habria que encerrarme, habia dicho 
Dina sin exageraci6n, en cualquier momenta ocurre, 
usted es usted, pero otras veces. Otras veces 
qu~. Otras veces insultos, manotazos a las 
nalgas, acostarse en seguida, nena, para que 
perder tiempo. Pero entonces. Entonces que. 
Pero entonces, Dina. 
--Yo pense que habia comprendido--dijo Dina, 
hosca--. Cuando le digo que a lo mejor habria 
que encerrarme. (116) 

Clearly Dina realizes the severity of her problem 

but she also comments on other personality flaws besides 

her uncontrollable hands: 

• Y encerrarme tambien seria 16gico. 
--No, Dina. 
--Pero si, carajo. Perd6neme. Pero si. Seria 
mejor que lo otro, que tantas veces. Ninfo no 
se cuanto. Putita, tortillera. Seria bastante 
mejor al fin y al cabo. 0 cortarmelas yo mismo 
con el hacha de picar carne. Pero no tengo una 
hecha--dijo Dina, sonriendole como para que la 
perdonara una vez mas, ••. (116) 

Dina's problems with her uncontrollable hands include 

men thinking she is propositioning them as did Lucho, while 

women become infuriated; she frequently has to get off 

before her own station. Nobody will live with her, no 

man will love her, and doctors merely prescribe inadequate 
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standardized treatments. Lucho suggests that a love affair 

might cure her of what appear to him to be simple seizures 

or spasms. The potential power of a sexual relationship 

to alleviate Dina of her uncontrollable attacks is espoused 

by at least one critic as a cure for her solitude: 

En "Cuello de gatito negro," (OC, 127-143), Lucho 
intenta conocer y penetrar los secretos de Dina 
para poder rescatarla de la soledad, incomunica
ci6n y alienaci6n en que vive. Agotado el dialogo 
y volviendose mon6tona la compania, el sexo ofrece 
la salida, quiza la unica posible, antes que la 
invasi6n de la soledad y la incomunicaci6n hagan 
estragos en la pareja. Lucho esta convencido 
de ello y tambien lo esta Dina: "Tal vez--murmur6 
Lucho--, tal vez sea lo que tenemos que hacer, 
lo unico que podemos hacer 11 (OC, 137). (Planells 
126) 

As Lucho attempts to turn on the light after their 

lovemaking scene, he feels Dina clawing his back: 

II . otra mano se cerr6 sobre la garganta de Dina como 

si apretara un guante o el cuello de un gatito negro • 

• (122), thereby clarifying the title allusipn. Dina's 

mental acuity is apparent when she says: II • te dije, 

te dije que no podia ser, que encendieras la vela, busca 

la puerta en seguida, la puerta 11 (122). Dina knocks herself 

out by running into a half-open door while Lucho finds 

himself naked on the landing in full view of the neighbors 

who have gathered to watch the commotion. 

The treatment of women in Cortazar's writing through 

the use of mythological comparisons is apparent in this 

story, primarily in the name of the protagonist, Dina. 

One critic explains: 
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Dina's name is very similar to the name Diana; 
Diana's "dark" manifestation appears in Ovid's 
story, where the goddess, avenging herself for 
Actaeon's entrance into her sacred grove and 
his looking at her naked body, turns him into 
an animal and has him torn to pieces by his own 
mastifs. The Terrible Diana was represented 
as a Black Goddess; Dina, a native of Martinique, 
is dark-skinned. Moreover, as in Ovid's story, 
Lucho looks at Dina without "seeing" her, just 
as Actaeon had looked at Diana's body without 
recognizing her divine nature. Lucho's "blind
ness" is symbolically alluded to in the reference 
to the lamp Dina unsuccessfully attempts to light, 
being impeded by Lucho's amatory demands. Final
ly, Lucho breaks the lamp as she reaches for 
it. In the ensuing darkness, Dina turns into 
an aggressive maenad, attempting to blind and 
castrate Lucho. (Hernandez del Castillo 31) 

Yet, the most important aspect of this story is its 

treatment of women in connection with Cortazar's obsession 

with hands. It is interesting to note that Cortazar 

portrays this obsession in a female protagonist and that 

the hands have a violent function. The message implicit 

in this setting is best explained by critic Malva E. Filer: 

The obsession with hands, clearly stated in 62, 
finds a new expression in "Cuello de gatito -
negro." The situation includes, however, some 
significant new elements. The inner conflict 
is seen from outside, through. the main character, 
whose only role is that of a catalytic agent. 
This time it is a woman who presents us with 
a split self. Her hands move on their own, 
totally free of any control or inhibition, causing 
her extreme anguish and embarrassment. The action 
starts on the subway, where the man finds himself 
in the unusual position of having a woman's 
fingers provocatively climbing over his own hand. 
Despite her claims of not being able to control 
her hands, the man feels encouraged into pursuing 
the adventure and carrying it to the predictable 
sexual experience. However, the woman, fearful 
of yielding at first, soon loses any remnant 
of self-control. Her hands, turned into gaffs, 



viciously attack him, trying to castrate him, 
and her nails leave his face bleeding from his 
eyes and lips. The savage attack, which the 
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woman cannot prevent, comes after intensive sexual 
gratification and is as much aggressive toward 
the man as it is self-destructive. (Filer 132) 

The volatile nature of the hands is, of course, the 

denouement of the protagonist, as Dina claws herself to 

death in the closing scene: 

• abrime Dina, todavia podemos encontrar 
la vela, nos lavaremos, tengo frio, Dina, ahi 
vienen con una frazada, es tipico, a un hombre 
desnudo se lo envuelve en una frazada, tendre 
que decirles que estas ahi tirada, que traigan 
otra frazada, que echen la puerta• abajo, que 
te limpien la cara, que te cuiden y te protejan 
porque yo ya no estare ahi, nos separaran en 
seguida, veras, nos bajaran separados y nos 
llevaran lejos uno de otro, que mano buscaras, 
Dina, que cara aranaras ahora mientras te !levan 
entretodos y madame Roger. (123) 

The tragic ending can almost be foretold from the 

macabre atmosphere Cortazar creates in the beginning of 

the story. Before Dina's predicament leads to death, her 

life is filled with loneliness, solitude, and desolation. 

Cortazar's fascination with hands reaches its apex in this 

story, and Dina is among his tragic women characters. 

Cortazar's Alguien gue anda por ahi y otros relatos 

contains one of his more fickle women protagonists, Luciana 

in "Cambio de luces." She lives in a modest apartment 

with a "Tia Poli" who offers Tito some information about 

Luciana's life before she moves in with him: 

La tarde de la mudanza la tia Poli me cont6 
dulcemente la m6?ica saga de la familia, la 
infancia de Luciana, el novio aspirado para 
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siempre por una oferta de frigorificos de Chicago, 
el matrimonio con un hotelero de Primera Junta 
a la ruptura seis aftos atras, cosas que yo habia 
sabido por Luciana pero de otra manera, como 
si ella no hubiera hablado verdaderamente de 
si misma ahora que parecia empezar a vivir por 
cuenta de otro presente, de mi cuerpo contra 
el suyo, los platitos de leche a la gata, el 
cine a cado rato, el amor. (Alguien gue anda 
por ahi y otros relatos, 22) 

As he rehearses radio shows, Balcarcel requests that 

Luciana lighten her hair ever so slightly, then requests 

that she tie it back. She complies with this request also 

but Balcarcel admits that she is probably right in thinking 

she is not the type of woman to pull her hair back. Bal-

carcel intends to explain his requests, perhaps that the 

hairstyles remind him of his last girlfriend, Bruna, but 

he never reveals his reasons. Instead, he comments on 

the change in her behavior: 

. Decirselo, quiza. No tuve tiempo, pienso 
que vacile porque preferia guardarla asi, la 
plenitud era tan grande que no queria pensar 
en su vago silencio, en una distraccion que no 
le habia conocido antes, en una manera de mirarme 
por momentos como si buscara, algo, un aletazo 
de miranda devuleta en seguida a lo inmediato, 
a la gata o a un libro. (26) 

His evasiveness coupled with her change of behavior 

inhibits their relationship and Luciana's withdrawal becomes 

extreme: 

Que me hablara tan poco ahora, que a veces vol
viera a mirarme como buscando alguna cosa perdida, 
retardaban en mi la oscura necesidad de confiarle 
la verdad, de explicarle por fin el pelo castano, 
la luz de la galeria. (27) 



Her actions are unexplained until Barcarcel sees 

Luciana leaving a hotel one afternoon with another man, 

a little taller than Balcarcel, and with curly hair. 

Luciana's new lover fits the description she originally 

had for Balcarcel before meeting him in the sweet shop 
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in Almagro. The story ends with Balcarcel's realization 

that fans are not permanently infatuated and once again 

he must face being left by another woman. However, regard-

ing the female protagonist, Luciana, the reader is left 

to believe that she is again one of Cortazar's more manipu-

lative and independent women as are some of the female 

protagonists of his novels such as Talita of Rayuela and 

Claudia of Los premios. 

Cortazar's keen interest in the rape theme is seen 

once again in another short story from this collection, 

"La barca, o nueva visita a Venecia." Whether or not the 

act is actually a rape or seduction because Valentina 

willingly enters Dino's home is for the reader to decide. 

Oy6 a su espalda que Dino acababa de cerrar la 
puerta del comedor. Ahora la habitaci6n parecia 
mucho mas oscura. Con un gesto involuntario 
se volvi6 para esperar que el se adelantara. 
Una vaharada de sudor la envolvi6 un segundo 
antes de que los brazos de Dino la apretaran 
brutalmente. Cerro los ojos, resistiendose 
apenas. De haber podido lo hubiera matado en 
el acto, golpeandolo basta hundirle la cara, 
deshacerle la boca que la besaba en la garganta 
mientras una mano corria por su cuerpo contraido. 
Trat6 de soltarse, y cay6 bruscamente bacia atras, 
en la sombra de una cama. Dino se dej6 resbalar 
sobre ella, trabandole las piernas, besandola 
en plena boca con labios humedos de vino. 
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Valentina volvi6 a cerrar los ojos.--Si por lo 
menos se hubiera banado--, pens6, dejando de 
resistir. Dino la mantuvo todavia un momento 
prisionera, como asombrado de ese abandono. 
Despues, murmurando y besandola, se incorpor6 
sobre ella y busc6 con dedos torpes el cierre 
de la blusa. Perfecto, Valentina. Como lo ensena 
la sagesse an losa·ona ue ha evitado asi muchas 
muertes por estrangulaci n, lo unico gue cabia 
en esa circunstancia era el inteligente relax 
and enjoy it. (140-141) 

She later berates herself for having walked into the 

trap, but does derive some pleasure from knowing that it 

has occurred to Dina that he could be found guilty of rape 

of a foreign woman. 

Actually, as the story begins before Valentina is 

ever seduced by the gondolier, her life is full of problems. 

When Valentina does get together with her estranged lover 

Adriano, he comments on her nervousness: 

No puedo saber cuales eran los gestos de Valentina 
en ese momenta, pero en todo caso nunca pudieron 
ser faciles; todo en ella era nudo, eslabon 
y latigo. De noche, desde me cama la miraba 
dar vueltas antes de acostarse, tomando y dejando 
una y otra vez un franco de perfume, un tubo 
de pastillas, yendo a la ventana como si escuchara 
ruidos insolitos; o mas tarde mientras dormia, 
esa manera de sollozar en mitad de un sueno, 
despertandome bruscamente, llevandome a pasarme 
a su cama, ofrecerle un vaso de agua, acariciarle 
la frente basta que volvia a dormirse mas calmada. 
(116) 

As V~lentina is riding the gondola before her seduc-

tion, she foreshadows her own death in the imagery of 

voyage: 

Ya antes se habia dicho que seria delicioso el 
instante de pasar por debajo de los puentes, 
perdiendose un momenta en su concavidad rezumante 
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de moho, imaginando a los viandantes en lo alto, 
pero ahora vio venir el puente con una vaga 
angustia como si fuera la tapa gigantesca de 
un arc6n que iba a cerrarse sobre ella. (132) 

Later in the voyage, the gondolier points out a ceme-

tery on a nearby island, and near the end of the story, 

the gondola approaches as she and Adriano are arguing. 

Further foreshadowing includes a coffin on board, and ironi-

cally, Dino, the rapist, is one of the oarsmen. Valentina 

meets her death in the following manner at the end of the 

story: 

La gondola estaba a pocos metros, se veia cada 
clavo de cabeza plateada, cada flor, y los 
modestos herrajes del ataud ("Me haces, daiio, 
dejame"). Sintio en el codo la presion 
insoportable de los dedos de Adriano, y cerro 
por un segundo los ojos pensando que iba a 
golpearla. La barca parecio huir bajo sus pies, 
y la cara de Dino (asombrada, sobre todo,era 
comico pensar que el pobre imbecil tambien se 
habia hecho ilusiones) resbalo vertiginosamente, 
se perdio bajo el puente. "Ahi voy yo," alcanzo 
a decirse Valentina, ahi iba ella en ese ataud, 
mas alla de Dino, mas alla de esa mano que le 
apretaba brutalmente el brazo. Sintio que Adriano 
hacia un movimiento como para sacar algo, quiza 
los cigarrillos a lo que fuera, que importaba 
ya si ella iba embarcada en la gondola negra, 
camino de su isla sin miedo, aceptando por fin 
la golondrina. (159-160) 

Earlier in the story, a swallow falls dead at 

Valentina's feet, foreshadowing her own death just at the 

approaching bridge on the gondola ride appears to her to 

be an enclosure, also foreshadowing her death. The cemetery 

on the island, Dino's rape of Valentina and her death 

closely parallels similar events in Libro de Manuel. 
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Andres' rape of Francine overlooking a cemetery combines 

comparable elements of eroticism and death found in "La 

barca, o nueva visita a Venecia." Cortazar's interest 

in certain motifs repeats itself in these two selections, 

and the themes of rape and death repeat themselves in the 

next short story, Cortazar's most violent yet. 

Cortazar's next short story collection, Queremos tanto 

a Glenda, includes "Anillo de Moebius," which includes 

Cortazar's most violent rape scene in all of his writings. 

The intensity of the rape is best explained by Carter: 

There is always an undercurrent of violence and 
male domination in Cortarzar's eroticism, and 
the author consistently maintained in interviews, 
as well as in his writings, that all erotic 
activity contains an element of sadism, but the 
rape in "Moebius Strip," which results in the 
victim's death, is unusually violent. Yet even 
here, Cortazar holds out some hope for a final 
human experience, a final communication, an act 
of potential liberation, as he does in all the 
novels except for Book of Manuel. (Carter 25-
26) 

"Anillo de Moebius" is basically the story of the 

rape of a nineteen-year-old kindergarten teacher, Janet, 

and her consequent murder by Robert, a twenty-five-year-

old drifter. While bicycling in the countryside one day, 

Janet is accosted by Robert who strangled her during the 

rape without realizing it. 

Ni lagrimas ni aire, el aire habia faltado de 
golpe, desde el fondo del craneo una ola le habia 
tapado los ojos, ya no tenia cuerpo, lo ultima 
habia sido el dolor una y otra vez y entonces 
en mitad del alarido el aire habia faltado de 
golpe, expirado sin volver a entrar, sustituido 
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por el velo rojo como parpados de sangre, un 
silencio pegajoso, algo que duraba sin ser, algo 
que era de otro modo donde todo seguia estando 
pero de otro modo, mas aca de los sentidos y 
del recuerdo. (Queremos tanto a Glenda, 155) 

The story begins with a brief description of Janet 

as a kindergarten teacher from England, who has decided 

to spend her summer touring France on her bike. She stops 

at youth hostels and has left the hostel early this particu-

lar morning. The next detailed scene with Janet presents 

her death described above. The story then takes a strange 

twist because Janet is alive again, figuratively speaking, 

in what Cortazar refers to as a cube state, in which the 

reader sees Janet's thoughts • 

• • de haber podido pensar, en Janet se hubiera 
abierto paso la imagen de la oruga recorriendo 
una hoja suspendida en el aire, pasando por sus 
caras y volviendo a pasar sin la menor vision 
ni tacto ni limite, anillo de Moebius infinito, 
reptaci6n hasta el borde de una cara para ingresar 
o ya estar en la puesta y volver sin cesaci6n 
de cara a cara, un arrastre lentisimo y penoso 
ahi donde no habia medida de la lentitud o del 
sufrimiento pero se era reptaci6n era lentitud 
y sufrimiento. (158) 

Janet returns to the cube state indefinitely, in which 

she feels herself swimming and finds herself desiring 

Robert. Robert is in jail awaiting trial when he commits 

suicide in a bizarre ending which unites Janet and Robert 

in the afterworld. Janet's desire for Robert and their 

final union offer an unusual resolution of two opposing 

forces--rape and the unbridled eroticism it represents, 

as opposed to love and marriage. The union of the two 
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is a somewhat abstract concept, but in the cube state Janet 

harbors no hatred for her antagonist. 

"Tango de vuelta" recounts a tale of love gone astray 

in search of social position and power. Miss Matilde has 

left behind Milo, her Mexican husband, to marry the rich 

and powerful German, an Argentinean. Life moves along 

peacefully until one day Miss Matilde looks out her bedroom 

window and sees Milo: 

Matilde lo vio por primera vez-por esta nueva 
primera vez-desde la ventana del dormitorio en 
los altos. . Lo vio junto a un arbol, a esa 
hora las calles estaban vacias bajo la doble 
sombra del follaje juntandose en lo alto; la 
figura se recortaba al lado de un tronco, un 
poco de humo le subia por la cara. Matilde se 
echo atras, golpeandose la espalda en un sillon, 
ahogando un alarido con las manos oliendo a barniz 
malva, refugiandose contra la pared en el fondo 
de la pieza. (86) 

What has Miss Matilde so taken aback by Milo's appear-

ance is that she and German had arranged for his "death" 

back in Mexico. Through an old friend, Miss Matilde 

arranged to have papers drawn up which would claim Emilio 

Diaz had died from a heart attack, leaving Miss Matilde 

free to remarry without the taint of divorce that would 

be scandalous to a family so preoccupied with social posi-

tion as German's family appears to be. When Milo strikes 

up a friendship with the maid Flora, Miss Matilde doesn't 

stand in the way of her happiness, and although Miss Matilde 

suspects that Simon (alias Milo) has other motives, she 

is kind to Flora: 
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Entonces tenes novio, Flora, las dos a solas 
en el living. No se, senora, el es tan simpatico, 
nos encontramos asi de repente, me acompano de 
compras, es tan buena con Carlitos, a usted no 
le molesta, senora, verdad. Decirle que no, 
que eso era cosa suya pero que tuviera cuidado, 
una chica tan joven, y Flora bajando los ojos 
y clara, senora, el solamente me acompana y 
hablamos, tiene un restaurante en Almagro, se 
llama Sim6n. Y Carlitos con una revista en 
colores, me la compro Simon, mama, es el novio 
de Flora. (92) 

Miss Matilde, still preoccupied with the tensions 

Simon's presence causes, looks up the word "bigamia," or 

"bigamy," in the dictionary, as if driven by guilt, and 

her friends begin to notice problems: 

Esa noche le telefoneo a Perla nada mas que para 
escucharla hablar, colgarse de su voz durante 
una hora no poder mas porque Perla empezaba a 
darse cuenta de que todo eso era artificial, 
que a Matilde le pasaba alga, tendrias que ir 
a ver al analista de Graciela, se te nota rara, 
Matilde, haceme caso. Cuando colgo no pudo ni 
siquiera acercarse a la ventana, sabia que esa 
noche ya era inutil, que no veria a Milo, en 
la esquina ya oscura. (94) 

She begins drinking alone in her room, and Flora, 

who brings her dinner, inquires if she needs anything, 

as she would like to go to bed early. Flora is planning 

a secret rendezvous with Simon, while Miss Matilde sinks 

back into despair: 

No quedaba la menor posibilidad de nada pero 
tampoco podia ser ella la que gritara la verdad, 
en plena imposible le quedaba una absurda esperan
za de que Milo viniera solamente par Flora, que 
un increible azar le hubiera mostrado a Flora 
par fuera de lo otro, que esa esquina hubiera 
sido cualquier esquina para Milo de vuelta en 
Buenos Aires de Milo sin saber que esa era la ' , 
casa de German, sin saber que estaba muerto alla 
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en Mexico, de Milo sin buscarla por encima del 
cuerpo de Flora. Tambaleandose borracha fue 
hasta la cama, se arranc6 la ropa que se le pegaba 
a la piel, desnuda se volc6 de lado en la cama 
y busc6 el tubo de pastillas, el ultimo puerto 
rosa y verde al alcance de la mano. Las pastillas 
salian dificilmente y Matilde las iba juntando 
en la mesa de luz sin mirarlas, los ojos perdidos 
en la estanteria donde estaba la novela, la veia 
muy bien boca abajo en el unico estante vacio 
donde Flora la habia puesto sin cerrarla, veia 
el cuchillo malayo que el Cholo le habia regalado 
a German, la bola de cristal sobre su z6calo 
de terciopelo rojo. (98) 

Sim6n does meet Flora in her room, and as he is 

leaving, bumps into a dresser. Carlitos screams, and Flora 

runs to quiet him. Meanwhile, Miss Matilde, runs a knife 

through Sim6n, and Flora finds both of them dead at the 

foot of the stairs. Matilde had taken enough sleeping 

pills to kill herself, as revealed in the previous passage. 

An autopsy reveals Miss Matilde's overdose, while a nurse 

administers sedatives to Flora and Carlos to calm them 

down. 

Flora's efforts to escape the monotony of her routine 

and the subservient role she plays as a maid produce the 

denouement of "Tango de vuelta." The narrator describes 

Flora thus: II • y a mi me gustaba que me contara 

recuerdos de su pasado de chinita riojana bajando a la 

capital con grandes ojos asustados y unos pechitos que 

al fin y al cabo le iban a valer mas en la vida que tanto 

plumero y buena conducta" (83). Flora appears innocent, 

and possibly believes that a rendezvous will give her some 
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sort of sophistication, and indeed, she learns to cope with 

some of life's more unpleasant realities such as murder, 

suicide, and scandals. 

Flora does achieve a mature understanding of the situa

tion because as she relates the tale to the narrator, Flora 

cries when speaking about Miss Matilde and Simon. Even 

though Flora's character is not developed to the same extent 

as Miss Matilde's, she does have some depth of feeling 

and thinking. It is interesting to note that a maid, in 

Cortazar's viewpoint, can be more of a whole individual 

than a powerful socialite such as Miss Matilde. Despite 

her humble background, Flora's ability to cope enables 

her to survive while the sophisticate Miss Matilde succumbs 

to suicide. 

The women characters in Cortazar's short stories are 

certainly as dynamic as those in his novels although by 

the nature of their limitations in a short story setting, 

these characters cannot be developed to the extent of those 

in the novel. Irene's character in "Casa tomada," for 

instance, is reminiscent of several well-known characters 

in Greek mythology while Alina Reyes in "Lejana" introduces 

the doppelganger concept. "Las puertas del cielo" contains 

Celina, whose positive influence is the theme of the story. 

The mother in "La salud de los enfermos" acts as an inspira

tion to her children even with her dying words. Lina in 

"Lugar llamado Kindberg" shows the survival and self-preser-
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vation instincts developed to their full capacities as 

does Luciana in "Cambio de luces." Flora in "Tango de 

vuelta" achieves maturity through the tragedy of others 

around her and other female protagonists achieve similar 

feats. The intensity with which Cortazar develops his 

female characters in his short stories makes them comparable 

in depth to the female protagonists of his novels. 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

Women protagonists in Cortazar's works may be organized 

into two basic categories. The first category is women 

rebels and their forms of rebellion. The primary example 

of this type of woman is Paula Lavalle in Los premios. 

She is a rebellious socialite daughter who feeds the gossip 

on the cruise. Her bold mannerisms and dress are discussed 

by every clique on board. Nora, the eloper, is rebellious 

in her act of elopement, but still doesn't know whether 

to present herself as Lucio's wife or explain her elopement. 

Bettina rebels as the prim and proper Spanish teacher during 

her affair with Medrano, but Paula is definitely the most 

rebellious woman in this novel. Claudia rebels in divorcing 

a doctor, showing that she isn't going to be trapped by 

societal norms into being a doctor's wife for the purpose 

of the social prestige that it brings. 

The second major grouping would be women who suffer 

violence in response to their rebellion directly or indi

rectly. Claudia to an extent also falls into this second 

category of Cortazar's female protagonists. Medrano's 

death results from his efforts to find proper medical 

attention for Jorge, Claudia's son. Although she is only 

slightly grieved, Claudia's divorce indirectly leads to 

violence against her in her new flame's tragic ending. 

111 
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La Maga in Rayuela is rebellious in leaving Oliveira 

and is probably the ultimate manipulator since he spends 

the rest of his life looking for her. This is especially 

true of La Maga's disappearance due to Oliveira's inade

quate response at the death of her son, as some critics 

have speculated. La Maga tries to escape the pain of her 

loss by fleeing as well, knowing that Oliveira truly loves 

Pola and therefore suggesting that La Maga prefers to flee 

a no-win situation. La Maga's form of rebellion is desert-

ing Oliveira, but it is important to remember that La Maga 

suffered violence against her person in the form of rape 

as a teenager. Probably the inadequacies of her childhood 

are more to blame for the incident rather than any rebellion 

on her part. 

Helene in 62: Modelo para armar is rebellious and 

given to affairs. First she seduces Celia and then Juan. 

Although to an objective reader, Helene has probably not 

harmed Celia enough to deserve execution, in the eyes of 

Agustin she has. While Helene may have had some early 

harsh experiences that have twisted her personality, these 

are never elucidated. Helene's murder is probably the 

clearest example in all of Cortazar's writings of a woman 

who suffers violence as a result of her rebellion. 

Ludmilla, the rebellious protagonist of Libro de 

Manuel, takes an active part in guerrilla activities. 

Francine's rebelliousness mainly takes the form of affairs, 
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while she leaves the excitement of political upheavals 

to Ludmilla. Gladis, the stewardess, is rebellious, passing 

counterfeit money and aiding in the diplomat's kidnap. 

Although the scenes of her involvement are not developed 

fully, Gladis is probably the most daring of all the women 

in the novel in her guerrilla activities. She rebels 

against a stereotypical image of female passivity. 

Ludmilla and Gladis choose to demonstrate their forms 

of rebellion in political activities while Francine is 

really the only woman in this novel who suffers violence 

as a result of her rebellions. Andres' rape of Francine 

near the graveyard and the love and death implications 

of this setting have already been explored, but clearly 

in this novel Francine suffers more than the other women 

for her rebelliousness. The women in this novel seem to 

be either committed to a cause or self-indulgent in extra-

marital relationships. Both of these forms of behavior 

can be seen as a form of rebellion against traditional 

female roles. In both cases neither pattern allows the 

woman to follow a submissive lifestyle in a one-partner 

relationship. Yet one cannot help but feel that the tradi

tional responsibilities of domestic life will ultimately 

take priority in the case of Susanna, who is already 

learning that taking care of her infant son Manuel demands 

more immediate attention than any political cause. 
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Five of the stories discussed have rebellious female 

protagonists in particular. Isabel in "Bestiario," is 

a rebellious teenager before she lives with the Funes 

family. Her rebellion reaches its peak in the death of 

"el Nene," which she plots. Dina in "Cuello de gatito 

negro," rebels from society's norms of behavior, although 

in reality she cannot control her violence. Lina, the 

protagonist of "Lugar llamado Kindberg,'' is rebellious 

in hitchhiking, an activity not quite accepted for women 

as well as it is for men. Her affair with Marcelo shatters .. 
him, but she most likely will continue hitchhiking to 

Copenhagen in spite of Marcelo's suicide. Luciana in 

"Cambio de luces," is flirtatious, first writing fan letters 

to Tito Balcarcel and then dumping him for someone else. 

The rapidity and quantity of relationships in her life 

suggests a streak of nymphomania. Miss Matilde in "Tango 

de vuelta," leaves her first husband for a more powerful, 

influential man. Her rebellion in this manner eventually 

leads to her death and the death of her first husband. 

Isabel goes through a typical teenage rebellion but 

does not suffer any violence because of it. Dina suffers 

suicide in response to her rebellion, and at the other 

end of the spectrum, Lina and Isabel manage to cause the 

death of another person through their rebellions. Luciana 

rebels by engaging in various amorous pursuits, but again, 

suffers no violence. Miss Matilde, like Dina, commits 
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suicide, although she appears to have more direct control 

over her actions than did Dina with her uncontrollable 

hands. 

The mixture of women characters in 62 shows Cortazar's 

ability to create stable women characters such as Tell, 

along beside the cruel Helene. In between are the insipid 

Nicole and a few others. Nicole allows Tell to baby her, 

and in the end she follows Frau Marta into a life of vampir

ism for all intents and purposes. As mentioned earlier, 

Helene suffers violence and murder for rebelling in the 

act of seducing Celia. Nicole rebels from the social norm 

by adopting a lifestyle of vampirism, and although she 

does not suffer from any violence, she slips into a 

lifestyle which will only lead to social rejection as in 

the cases of Frau Marta and the countess. The countess 

and Frau Marta definitely represent negative types, as 

does Helene. Tell is clearly positive, and may be the 

only positive female character in the novel. This is due 

to the fact she does not rebel, and achieves a stable 

existence. Nicole is initially portrayed positively, but 

later slips to a point of degradation. More than suggesting 

a positive or negative character, Nicole suggests a woman 

of little strength with few opinions of her own and one 

who is easily manipulated by others. Celia rebels by 

running away from home but suffers violence in the form 



of Helene's rape. She manages to recover, however, and 

build a stable life with Agustin. 

The link between rape and rebellion and the effect 

it has on women characters is prevalent throughout 

Cortazar's works. The rape of Celia in 62 and the rape 
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of Francine in Libra de Manuel are direct results of 

rebellion. Dina's suicide in "Cuello de gatito negro," 

after an explosive sexual encounter with Lucho seems to 

suggest that Cortazar is implying that uncontrolled passion 

may lead to death. In "Anillo de Moebius," the violent 

rape and death of Janet along with her perpetrator's suicide 

is almost too much violence, emphasizing the link between 

sex and death. In "La barca, o nueva visita a Venecia," 

Valentina's seduction foreshadows her death, floating in 

a coffin in a barge. As previously stated, Lina's seduction 

of Marcelo in "Lugar llamado Kindberg," leads to his 

suicide, and Miss Matilde commits suicide and murders her 

first husband in "Tango de vuelta." Although it is usually 

the woman that faces death after seduction or passionate 

love scenes, this time there is a male victim in the linking 

of sex and death. In "Las puertas del cielo," protagonist 

Celina is rescued from a life of prostitution only to die 

of tuberculosis. She returns figuratively from death in 

an ephemeral vision to Santa Fe Palace, the club where 

she engaged in sordid sexual adventures. Five of the six 

short stories, mentioned here as well as Libra de Manuel 
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and 62 suggest that for women, sexual relations are closely 

linked to death. None of these relationships depict the 

traditional marital fidelity between a man and a woman 

forever, but involve rape, prostitution, or sexual 

deviation. 

Women in the works of Cortazar are prominent, and 

when not clearly the protagonist women characters at least 

share equal billing with the men in their roles. Cortazar's 

women usually are strong-minded and have well-defined 

opinions which they readily share. Whether or not they 

revolt against societal norms, they seldom fit the stereo

typical domestic mold, and most of them seem to be dissatis

fied with traditional role options. Women are seldom fully 

liberated in his works, as even the political activities 

tend to have rather conventional attitudes toward men, 

but the virtuous, self-abnegating housewife and mother 

is a rarity indeed. Cortazar's female characters accurately 

reflect the changing morality of the time in which he lived. 
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